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　European Materials Research Society(5/28-6/2)、
Materials Science and Technology 2006（10/15-10/19）、












図 5.Pd 膜の水素透過能を利用した水素製造メンブレンリフォー マの
模式図。

































































ることを明らかにするとともに（Gen Ueda: Economic Lib-
eralization and Areal Differentiation of Livelihood Strat-
egies in the Smallholder Coffee Production Area of 
the Arumeru District, Tanzania. African Study Mono-




































































































⑥UAE国UAE大学において「Groundwater loss in 
coastal zones」の題目でセミナ をー行った。
⑦オマ ンー国スルタンカブ スー大学において「Groundwat-




②6月1日付EU環境部ニュー スレター に“Climate and 







キウムとして「The roles of catchment size and land-
scape organization in runoff timing, flow sources, and 
age」（2月9日）を開催した。
⑥在東京イギリス大使館よりUK-Japan Collaboration 
Awards -Flooding and Coastal Defensesを受けた。
⑦ペン州立大学のWagner 講師を招聘し、「Advanced 
in watershed model identification and evaluation 
across hydrologic gradients」の講演会（11月22日）
を行った。
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　　No.1；Kakhramon Islamov,“Agriculture and Wa
　　ter Pollution Problem in Uzbekistan”発行（3月）
























































































・5th Annual Hawaii International Conference on Sta-
tistics, Mathematics and Related Field（January 17 - 
18, Hawaii, US)にて研究発表「Two directional multi-
ple stage searching for an optimal thinning regime un-





・The Scandinavian Society of Forest Economics（M-
ay 8-11, Uppsala, Sweden)にて研究発表「Carbon 
Pricing Through Subsidy Payment for Thinning Activi-
ties in Japan」
・2006 World Conference on Natural Resource Modeling 
(June 25-28, Bergen, Norway）にて研究発表「A new dy-
namic programming algorithm to search for an optimal 
thinning regime within forest stand level optimization」
・広島大学「高次元デ ター解析法の開発と評価に関する
研究セミナー」（10月 20日）にて研究発表「Tree 
Growth Data Analysis and Economic Evaluation of Car-
bon Mitigation Through Forest Stand Management」
・Conference on Indicators for sustainable forest man-
agement in cultivated forests (Dec. 11-13, Porto, Por-
tugal)にて研究発表「Threshold Price as Economic In-
dicator for Sustainable Forest Stand Management」
２．公開講座等の活動：
・チェコ農業大学にてセミナー講演「Mathematical Mod-
eling for Forest Resource Management -Deterministic 
vs Stochastic-」（３月３０日）
・ヘルシンキ大学にてセミナー講演「Application of sto-




















































































































































・4th International Workshop on WATER DYNAMICS，
青葉記念会館 (11/16,17)　野外巡検：秋田県小坂地域
【受賞】







・19th General Meeting of the International Mineralogi-
cal Association, Kobe, JAPAN (7/23-7/28)
・ISHR&ICSTR 2006, Sendai, Japan (8/5-8/9)
・Geothermal Resources Council Annual Meeting, 
San Diego, CA, USA (9/10-9/13)
・ICDP Workshop on Mutnovsly Volcano Scientific 
Drilling-Magma-Hydrothermal Connection -, Petropav-
lovsk-Kamchatsky, Russia (9/24-9/30)
・Renewable Evergy 2006, Makuhari, Japan (10/9-10/13)
・Geological Society of America Annual Meeting, Phil-
adelphia, PA, USA (10/22-10/25)
・New Zealand Geothermal Workshop, Auckland, 
New Zealand (11/15-11/17)
・American Geophysical Union, Fall Meeting, San 






































































































































































【科研費】基盤研究(A) (新妻)、萌芽研究 (新妻)、基盤研究(B) (浅沼)、
基盤研究(C) (森谷) 【受託研究】石油天然ガス・金属鉱物資源機構





































































Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composi-













































7VXNXED 2]RQH UHWULHYDO -XQH 7VXNXED 2]RQH UHWULHYDO 2FW
太陽地球計測学分野
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自然共生システム学講座
Fig.1土壌・地下水汚染とその修復技術の概要









































































＊IASTED International Conference on Advanced Tech-
nology in the Environmental Field　（井上教授はInterna-
tional Program Committeeのメンバーに選任された）
＊4th International Workshop on Water Dynamics
（井上教授はOrganization Committee、須藤助手はPro-
gram Committeeを担当した）


































































クス一種であるsingle strand DNA binding protein-sin-









速度論的に極めて安定である（kd = 2。5×10-5; 半減
期 7。6 h）ことを明らかにした（APCE 2006にて発表）。
また、これはこの錯体の 45Tiを放射性核種とするPET 
(positron emission tomography) 用造影剤としての有用
性を示唆するものである。
３．環境水中のフミン物質のキャラクタリゼ シーョン法
































・6th Asia-Pacific International Symposium on Micro-







































に成功した。 NF-kB応答性配列とレポ ターー 遺伝子を融
合したプラスミドを用い、細胞チップ上でシグナル伝達を追
跡するシステムを開発した。分泌性アルカリホスファター ゼ





































































































































































































































































































































































AL CONGRESS　OF CHEMICAL AND PROCESS 
















































教授（Birmingham大学 , UK）、１１月にはCor Peters 
教授（Delft 工科大学 , Holland）を招き、講演会を開催
した。
Research works: Zaidul et al., J. Food Eng. 73 (2006) 
210; Minami et al., J. Supercrit. Fluids 39 (2006) 206; 
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資源循環プロセス学講座











































































tute of ScienceからProf. M.K.Surappa、米国Applied 











































































































































（1）K. Kaya, L. F. Morrison, G. A. Codd, J. S. Metcalf, 
T. Sano, H. Takagi, T. Kubo, Molecules, 11, 539-548, 
2006
（2）K. Hosoya, N. Hira, K. Yamamoto, M. Nishimura, 
N. Tanaka, Anal. Chem., 78, 5729-5735, 2006
（3）T. Kubo, M. Nomachi, K. Nemoto, T. Sano, K. Ho-





刊工業新聞），2006 年 9月 7日（日本経済新聞），
2006年10月（月刊ポ タール）
【招待講演】
・ K. Kaya, Asian Science and Technology Seminar in 
Malaysia, 2006“Conservation and Use of Ecosys-
tems (JST)”,Penang, Malaysia, (Mar. 12, 2006).
・ K. Kaya, International Workshop and Training on 
Fish Diversity of Mekong River. MeREM Workshop 
(Nov. 18, Sendai, Tohoku University)




































る（　   　 　2004,   , 2241）。本年は、熱量分析や結
晶表面観察を行い、その機構を解明した［日本化学会第
86春季年会，1M2-35, 2PA-099; International Molecu-














環構造の同じ側（　  ）または反対側（　  ）で二つの
金属イオンに配位した二種類の二核チタン錯体を与える
（ 　　　　　      　2002,    7769）。これらを始めとする
チタン錯体を用いるアルキンの環化三量化反応を検討した
ところ、特に、     二核錯体が高収率かつ高選択的に1、
3、5-置換ベンゼンを与えることを見出した（     　　　　
　　2006, 　 1157; 第 18回基礎有機化学連合討論会，





本化学会第86春季年会，2PB-062; The 5th Interna-
tional Forum on Chemistry of Functional Organic 




る［International Molecular Chirality Conference in 
Toyama, PP-67 (May 18-19, 2006, Toyama); 化学系
学協会東北大会 , 2C12］。



















Tetrahedron Lett.           43,
Tetrahedron
Lett.          47,
anti-
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環境創成計画学講座
図1.骨形成能を向上させたリン酸カルシウム多孔体 図2.材料への旺盛な骨形成（材料に形成された新生骨が蛍光発色している）































































・Koji IOKU,“Hydrothermal Synthesis of Hydroxyapa-
tite Materials with Excellent Biocompatibility”, Joint 
Meeting of 8th Int. Symp. Hydrothermal Reactions & 
7th Int. Conf. Solvothermal Reactions (ISHR&ICSTR 
2006), Sendai International Center, August 5-9, 2006, 
Sendai, Japan　キ ノーー ト講演
・Koji IOKU, “Porous β-Tricalcium Phosphate Com-
posed of Rod-Shaped Particles”, The 6th Asian Bio-
Ceramics Symposium 2006, Sofitel Central Plaza 
Bangkok, November 7-10, 2006, Bangkok, Thailand　
基調講演
・Koji IOKU,“Hydroxyapatite Materials with Excellent 
Biocompatibility”, Korea-Japan Asian Core Program 
2006 General Symposium, Yonsei University, Novem-




・Koji IOKU, Joint Meeting of 8th Int. Symp. Hydrother-
mal Reactions & 7th Int. Conf. Solvothermal Reac-
tions (ISHR&ICSTR 2006), August 5-9, 2006, Sendai, 
Japan　オ ガーナイザー
・Koji IOKU, The 3rd China-Japan Mini-Symposium 
on Biomaterials, October 14-16, 2006, Jiuzhai Valley, 
Sichuan, China　オ ガーナイザー
・Koji IOKU, The 6th Asian BioCeramics Symposium 
2006, Sofitel Central Plaza Bangkok, November 7-10, 

























































































































・講演　EESD（International Workshop on Engineer-













(0.5%RE添加材 )  (a) 粒界晶出物 (b) 粒内析出物
図2 熱サイクル中のTGO内部の最大き裂長さ 図4  Mg-Al-Ca系チクソモー ルディング材におけるRE濃度と粒界被覆率の関係 図5 FeAlおよびNiAl金属間化合物表面におけるナノピットパター ンの透過電子顕微鏡写真




























































































































































































Intl. Symp. On Macro and Supermolecular　Architec-
tures and Materials (MAM-06), May 28、2006, Wase-
da, Tokyo,Japan.（１件）
Intl. Magnetics Conference, San Diego, Califor-
nia,USA, May 8-12, 2006（招待講演を含む　３件）
Joint Meeting of the 8th Intl. Symp. on Hydrothermal 
Reactions（ISHR-8）and 7th Intl. Conf. on Solvother-
mal Reactions（ICSTR-7）, Sendai, Japan, Augst 5 - 9, 
2006.（１件）
Intl. Conf.on Magnetism 2006（ICM 2006）Kyoto, Ja-
pan August20-25, 2006 （６件）
Intl. Conf. on Nanoscience and Nanotech. (ICNSNT 
2006) India, August 26-28, 2006　（招待講演１件）
国際会議ポスター賞受賞
Young Poster Award- Low temperature synthesis of 
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都市環境・環境地理学講座
環境動態論分野
● A Concept of Chemical Potential Pumping Effect of 
Nonstoichiometric Oxides and the NOx Sensing Mechanism of the 
Perovskite-Type La0.5Sr0.5FeO3. [Electrochemistry, 74(12), (2006), 
949-955] J. Mizusaki, H. Ohama, K. Yashiro, T. Kawada
● Emission characteristics of negative oxygen ions into vacuum 
from cerium oxide. [Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 408-412, 
(2006), 1127-1131] T. Sakai, Y. Fujiwara, A. Kaimai, K. Yashiro, 
H. Matsumoto, Y. Nigara, T. Kawada, J. Mizusaki
● Hydrogen separation using proton-conducting perovskites. 
[Journal of Alloys and Compounds, 408-421, (2006), 456-462] H. 
Matsumoto, T. Shimura, H. Iwahara, T. Higuchi,  K. Yashiro, A. 
Kaimai,  T. Kawada,  J. Mizusaki
● Tracking the onset of damage mechanism in ceria-based solid 
oxide fuel cells under simulated operating conditions. [Journal 
of Testing and Evaluation, 34(3), (2006), 246-250] K. Sato, H. 
Omura, T. Hashida, K. Yashiro, H. Yugami, T. Kawada, J. Mi-
zusaki
● Continuous emission of O- ions into a Vacuum from a bare 
surface of yttria-stabilized zirconia at elevated temperatures. 
[Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology, 24(5), (2006), 
1818-1822] Y. Fujiwara, T. Sakai, A. Kaimai, K. Yashiro, T. 
Kawada, J. Mizusaki
● Emission characteristics of F- ions into vacuum from CaF2. 
[Solid State Ionics, 177, (2006), 1601-1605] T. Sakai, A. Kaimai, T. 
Otake, K. Yashiro, T. Kawada, J. Mizusaki, M. Nishioka
● Nonstoichimetry of the perovskite-type solid solution 
La0.9Ca0.1Cr1-yAlyO3-δ . [Solid State Ionics, 177, (2006), 
1925-1928] J. Mizusaki, M. Hasegawa, K. Yashiro, H. Ma-
tsumoto, T. Kawada
● Electrode reaction and microstructure of La0.6Sr0.4CoO3-δ thin 
films. [Solid State Ion-ics, 177, (2006), 1961-1964] M. Sase, J. 
Suzuki, K. Yashiro, T. Otake, A. Kaimai, T. Kawada, J. Mizusaki, 
H. Yugami
● The inﬂ uence of grain boundary on the conductivity of donor 
doped SrTiO3. [Solid State Ionics, 177, (2006), 2555-2559] F. 
Horikiri, L. Q. Han, A. Kaimai, T. Otake, K. Yashiro, T. Kawada, J. 
Mizusaki
● Microscopic observation of oxygen reaction pathway on high 
temperature electrode materials. [Solid State Ionics, 177, (2006), 
3081-3086] T. Kawada, M. Sase, M. Kudo, K. Yashiro, K. Sato, J. 
Mizusaki, N. Sakai, T. Horita, K. Yamaji, H. Yokokawa
● Charactaristics of Damage and Fracture Process of Solid Oxide 
Fuel Cells Under Simulated Operating Conditions by Using AE 
Method. [The Japanese Society for NDI, Progress in Acoustic 
Emission XIII, (2006), 269-276] K. Sato, T. Hashida, H. Yugami, 
K. Yashiro, T. Kawada, J. Mizusaki
自然・人間環境地理学分野
●福島県奥久慈地域における木材産業の存立形態と林家の現
状 . [ 福島地理論集 , 49, (2006), 20-30] 弥勒地浩太 , 関根良平
●大豆補郷・五福号村の農業経営の変化と農民行動 . [ 科学
研究費補助金報告書「内蒙古草原地域の草地劣化と退耕還林
政策に関する地理学的研究」(2006), 31-41] 蘇徳斯琴 , 小金澤
孝昭 , 関根良平
●内モンゴルにおける環境対策と農牧民の対応 . [ 科学研究
費補助金報告書「内蒙古草原地域の草地劣化と退耕還林政策
に関する地理学的研究」(2006), 52-55] 関根良平
●内モンゴル自治区の最近 30 年間の気候 ( 乾湿 ) 変動につ
いて . [ 科学研究費補助金報告書「内蒙古草原地域の草地劣
化と退耕還林政策に関する地理学的研究」, (2006), 72-77] 境
田清隆
●内蒙古自治区・武川県五福号集落における土地利用と土
壌浸食の現状 . [ 科学研究費補助金報告書「内蒙古草原地域
の草地劣化と退耕還林政策に関する地理学的研究」, (2006), 
78-86] 平吹喜彦 , 蘇徳斯琴 , 菊池彰人 , 関根良平 , 蘇根成 , 包
玉海 , 小金澤孝昭
● Inﬂ uence of Sea Breeze on Urban Heat Island in Sendai, Japan. 
[6th International Conference on Urban Climate. (2006), 388-391] 
Kiyotaka Sakaida and Akira Egoshi
● Recent Changes on Asian dust days in Japan and their Synoptic 
Characteristics. [Natural Resources and Sustainable Development 
in Surrounding Regions of the Mongolian Plateau (The second 
international Conference)] Yosuke Kato and Kiyotaka Sakaida
流域環境研究分野
●メコン河における洪水規模による水系感染症のリスク変
動 . [ 水工学論文集 , 50 (2006), 625-630] 相澤寿樹 , 風間聡 , 渡
部徹 , 沢本正樹
●気候変動による河川水温の影響. [水工学論文集, 50 (2006), 
1063-1068] 白岩淳一 , 風間聡 , 沢本正樹
●降雨極値の再現期間を用いた斜面災害の発生確率 . [ 水工
学論文集 , 50 (2006), 619-624] 川越清樹 , 風間聡 , 沢本正樹
●積雪水資源量評価における森林の影響について . [ 水工学
論文集 , 50 (2006), 421-426] 泉宏和 , 風間聡 , 沢本正樹
● Effects of climate and land use changes on groundwater 
resources in coastal aquifers. [Journal of Environmental 
Management, 80(1), (2006), 25-35] S. Priyantha Ranjan, So 
Kazama and Masaki Sawamoto
●温暖化による水資源への影響 . [ 地球環境 , 11(1), (2006), 
59-65] 風間聡 , 沖大幹
● Influence of hydraulic characteristics to water quality. [Proc. 
15th congress the APD/IAHR, 3 (2006), 1373-1380] Pichet 
Chaiwiwatworakul, So Kazama and Masaki Sawamoto
● Slope hazard probability involving return period of extreme 
precipitation. [Proc. 15th congress the APD/IAHR, 1 (2006), 
527-534] Seiki Kawagoe, So Kazama and Masaki Sawamoto
● Soil erosion evaluation in Mae Cheam River by using GIS and 
numerical model. [Proc. 15th congress the APD/IAHR, 1 (2006), 
677-684] Chaiwat Ekkawatapanit, So Kazama, Masaki Sawamoto 
and Sanit Wongsa
●Analysis on Rainfall-Runoff Modeling Response by Using Input 
Data with Variable Resolution. [Proc. 3rd APHW Conference, 
ST1-49(A51), (2006), 266-] Freddy Soria, So Kazama and Masaki 
Sawamoto
● Development of a Distributed Flood Damage Model with 
Economic Evaluation. [Proc. 3rd APHW Conference, ST1-
05(A29), (2006), 261-] Soichiro Machida, So Kazama and Masaki 
Sawamoto
● Effect of Climate Change on Coastal Fresh Groundwater 
Resources. [Proc. 3rd APHW Conference, ST1-05(A28), (2006), 
33-] S. Priyantha Ranjan, So Kazama and Masaki Sawamoto
● Effects of climate change on coastal fresh groundwater 
resources. [Global Environmental Change, 16 (2006), 388-399] 
Priyantha Ranjan, So Kazama, Masaki Sawamoto
● Evaluation of Sediment Hazard Considering Precipitation in 
Seasonal Change. [Proc. 3rd APHW Conference, ST1-05(A26), 
(2006), 257-] Seiki Kawagoe, So Kazama and Masaki Sawamoto
● HSI モデルを用いた流域生物多様性の評価 . [ 環境工学研
究論文集 , 43 (2006), 559-567] 浜本洋 , 風間聡 , 沢本正樹
●地球温暖化はどこまで解明されたか . [ 丸善株式会社 , 
(2006)] 小池勲夫 他
● Influences of catchment characterist ics on nitrogen 
concentration in largely forested streams during the base flow 
period. [Hydrological Processes, 20(20), (2006), 4391-4403] 




の比較分析 . [ 森林計画学会出版局 , (2006)] 吉本 敦
●複数の成長パターンを持つスギ単純同齢林における炭素固
定予測 . [ 森林計画学会出版局 , (2006)] 　原 宏和 , 吉本 敦 , 
二宮 嘉行
東アジア思想論分野
●古代中国の宇宙論 . [ 岩波書店 , (2006) , 全 268頁 ] 浅野裕一
●上博楚簡《相邦之道》的整體結構 . [ 台湾『清華學報』新
35 巻第 2 期 , (2006)] 浅野裕一
●漢の色 . [『國文學  色の文芸史』學燈社 , 第 51 巻第 2 号 , 
(2006)] 浅野裕一●上博楚簡『相邦之道』の全体構成 . [『中
国学の十字路』, (2006)] 浅野裕一
●上天・上帝信仰と砂漠の一神教 . [『中国研究集刊』露号 , 
(2006)] 浅野裕一
●上博楚簡《鬼神之明》与《墨子》明鬼論 . [『新出楚簡國
際學術研討會　會議論文集 [上　博簡巻] 』, 武漢大学, (2006)] 
浅野裕一
●上博楚簡《君子爲禮》與孔子素王説 . [『中国簡帛學国際
論壇 2006 論文集』, 武漢大学 , (2006)] 浅野裕一
●上博楚簡《鬼神之明》と『墨子』明鬼論 . [『戦国楚簡研





● Reaction progress related to indentation structures at 
glaucophane/glaucophane contacts in an impure marble from 
Syros, Greece. [Journal of Metamorphic Geology, (2006)] 
Okamoto A, Miyake, T, Masuda, T
● Seismic anisotropy in the uppermost mantle, back-arc region 
of the northeast Japan arc: Petrophysical analyses of Ichinomegata 
peridotite xenoliths. [Geophysical Research Letters, 33 (2006), 
L10312-] K. Michibayashi, N. Abe, A.Okamoto, T. Satsukawa and 
K. Michikura
●岩石 - 流体反応プロセスの T-H-C 連成モデルによる岩石
及び土壌変質シミュレーション . [Journal of MMIJ, 122(2), 
(2006), 78-85] 原 淳子 , 土屋範芳 , 千田 佶 , 井上千弘
●中部領家帯に分布する領家花崗岩類の巨視き裂構造と弾性
波伝播速度との関係 . [Journal of MMIJ, 122(2), (2006), 56-64] 
石瀬康浩 , 狩野真吾 , 関根孝太郎 , 土屋範芳
●熱水流通試験に基づく変質岩石の固 - 液界面構造の評価 . 
[ 日本地熱学会誌 , 28(1), (2006), 95-106] 原淳子 , 土屋範芳
● Application of TL as a Geochemical Sensor. [Radiation 
Protection Dosimetry, 119(39086), (2006), 119-123] Makoto 
Yamamoto and Noriyoshi Tsuchiya
●封圧下透水実験に基づいたき裂型油ガス貯留層の生産性
予測に関する基礎的研究 . [ 石油技術協会誌 , 71(2), (2006), 
217-226] 渡邉則昭 , 平野伸夫 , 玉川哲也 , 手塚和彦 , 土屋範芳
● Evaluation of Fluid Flow Path in a Single Fracture Undegoing 
Normal Stress and Shear Offset. [AIP Conference Proceedings, 
(833), (2006), 156-161] K. Nemoto, H. Oka, N. Watanabe, N. 
Hirano and N. Tsuchiya
● Experimental Apparatus for Measurement of IR and Raman 
Spectrum at High Temperatures and Pressures. [AIP Conference 
業績レポート
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Proceedings, (833), (2006), 129-132] J. Abe, N. Hirano and N. 
Tsuchiya
● Field Observation of Joint Structures in Various Types of 
Igneous Rocks. [AIP Conference Proceedings, (833), (2006), 
140-147] Shingo Kano and Noriyoshi Tsuchiya
● High Resolution Modeling of aperture Structure and Flow Path 
in Rock Fracture. [AIP Conference Proceedings, (833), (2006), 
173-176] N. Watanabe, N. Hirano, T. Tamagawa, K. Tezuka and N. 
Tsuchiya
● Hydrothermal Experiments for Understanding Chemical 
Reaction Diversity of Water / Rock Interaction under Sub- and 
Supercritical States. [AIP Conference Proceedings, (833), (2006), 
3-8] Noriyoshi Tsuchiya
● Hydrothermal reaction of Sulfur in Seawater for Georeactor. 
[AIP Conference Proceedings, (833), (2006), 35-38] T. Kabata and 
N. Tsuchiya
●Misorientations of garnet aggregate within a vein: an example of 
the Sanbagawa metamorphic belt, Japan. [Journal of Metamorphic 
Geology, 24(5), (2006), 353-366] A. Okamoto, K. Michibayashi
● Preliminary Study of Formation Mechanism of the Erdenet 
Ovoo Porphyry Copper-Molybdenum Deposit and Environmental 
Effects of Erdenet Mine, Northern Mongolia. [AIP Conference 
Proceedings, (833), (2006), 204-207] B. Munkhtsengel, M. Ohara, 
O. Gerel, S. Dandar and N. Tsuchiya
● Experimental Evaluation of Fluid Flow through Artiﬁ cial Shear 
Fracture in Granite. [Geothermal Resources Transactions, 30 
(2006), 361-366] N. Watanabe, N. Hirano and N. Tsuchiya
● Natural and Experimental Evidences of Low Pressure and High 
Temperature Fracturing under Sub and Supercritical Hydrothermal 
Conditions. [Geothermal Resources Transactions, 30 (2006), 
321-326] J. Abe, N. Hirano and N. Tsuchiya
太陽地球計測学分野
● Analysis of fracture propagation behavior using hydraulically 
induced acoustic emissions in the Bernburg salt mine, Germany. 
[International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences, 43 
(2006), 49-57] H. Moriya, T. Fujita, H. Niitsuma, J. Eisenblatter 
and G. Manthei 
● BSMILES A Balloon-Borne Superconducting Submillimeter-
Wave Limb-Emission Sounder. [IEEE Geosci. Remote Sensing 
Letters, 3(1), (2006), 88-92] Irimajiri, Y., T. Manabe, S. Ochiai, 
H. Masuko, T. Yamagami, Y. Saito, N. Izutsu, T. Kawasaki, M. 
Namiki, and I. Murata
● Creation of an HDR/EGS reservoir at 5000 m depth at the 
European HDR project. [Proc. Stanford Geothermal Workshop, 
(2006), 364-371] R. Baria, R. Jung, T. Tischner, D. Teza, J. 
Baumgartner, B. Dyer, T. Hettkamp, J. Nicholls, S. Michelet, B. 
Sanjuan, N. Soma , H. Asanuma, J. Garnish
● Shear-wave splitting detected by using downhole triaxial 
seismic detector during dilation of artificial subsurface fracture. 
[Geophysical Journal of International, 164 (2006), 401-410] H. 
Moriya, K. Tanaka and H. Niitsuma
● Spatial and temporal distrbution of larger seismic events at 
European and Australian HDR sites. [Proc. Stanford Geothermal 
Workshop, (2006), 359-363] H. Asanuma, H. Nozaki, T. Uhara, H. 
Niitsuma, R. Baria and D. Wyborn
● Relocation of AE events from a compression test of a rock 
salt specimen by Coherence Collapsing method. [Proc. EAGE 
2006 Annual Mtg., (2006), CD-ROM] H. Asanuma, A. Hotta, G. 
Manthei, H. Niitsuma
● Multiplet analysis for estimation of structures inside an 
AE cloud associated with a compression test of a  salt rock 
specimen.[Progress in Acoustic Emission XIII,(2006),134-144] H. 
Moriya, G. Manthei, H. Niitsuma and J. Eisenblatter
●福島県天栄村湯本地区における古来のエネルギーシステム
の持続可能性 . [ エネルギー・資源学会誌 , (2006), 36-47] 池
上真紀 , 新妻弘明
● Analysis of induced microseismic events from HDR/EGS 
reservoirs by super resolution mapping techniques. [Proc. 3rd 
ENGINE WS, (2006), 145-150] H. Asanuma, Y. Kumano, H. 
Niitsuma, R. Baria, D. Wyborn, K. Tezuka
● Direct estimation of the Rayleigh wave phase velocity in 
microtremors. [Geophysical Research Letter, 33, (2006), L18307-] 
H. Shiraishi, T. Matsuoka, H. Asanuma
● A geothermal heat pump system powered by non-stationary 
renewable energy. [Proc. Renewable Energy 2006, (2006), CD-
ROM] H. Asanuma, S. Tagami, H. Niitsuma
● Application of an Integrated Renewable Energy System 
Simulator for Rural and Mountainous Area in Tohoku Region, 
Japan. [Proc. Renewable Energy 2006, (2006), CD-ROM] Y. 
Komaniwa, H. Moriya, H. Asanuma and H. Niitsuma
● Behavior of large induced seismic events at Cooper Basin HFR 
site, Australia. [Proc. Renewable Energy 2006, (2006), CD-ROM] 
H. Asanuma, H. Nozaki, H. Niitsuma, D. Wyborn
● Delineation of reservoir structure at Yufutsu gas ﬁ eld, JAPAN 
by analysis of inducedmicroseismic multiplets. [SEG Expanded 
Abstract, (2006), 600-604] Y. Kumano, H. Asanuma, H. Niitsuma, 
K. Tezuka, R. Kamitsuji
● Development of an optical micro hydrophone for mass 
production. [SEG Expanded Abstract, (2006), 436-439] H. 
Asanuma, M. Tanaka, H. Niitsuma, R. Sato
● Energy in My Yard: a Concept of Renewable Energy Usage for 
a Sustainable Civilization. [Proc. Renewable Energy 2006, (2006), 
CD-ROM] H. Niitsuma and M. Ikegami
● Estimation of Expansion Process of Deep Fractured Reservoir 
at the Soultz Hot Dry Rock Site by Means of a Reﬂ ection Survey 
Using Induced Microseismicity. [Proc. Renewable Energy 2006, 
(2006), CD-ROM] N. Soma, H. Niitsuma and R. Baria
● Evaluation Method of Pore-Pressure Propagation in Geothermal 
Reservoir During Hydraulic Stimulation by Using Induced 
Microearthquake. [Proc. Renewable Energy 2006, (2006), CD-
ROM] H. Moriya, H. Niitsuma1 and R. Baria
● Evaluation of Fracture System by Coherence Analysis of 
Induced Microsesmic Events. [Proc. Renewable Energy 2006, 
(2006), CD-ROM] Y. Kumano, H. Asanuma, H. Moriya, H. 
Niitsuma, K. Tezuka, D. Wyborn and R. Baria
● Feasibility Study on Introduction of Renewable Energy System 
to a Campus of Tohoku University, Japan. [Proc. Renewable 
Energy 2006, (2006), CD-ROM] H. Asanuma, K. Utetsu and H. 
Niitsuma
● Movable storage of compressed snow for cooling system of 
office and house. [Proc. Renewable Energy 2006, (2006), CD-
ROM] K. Kudo, H.Kubota, H. Asanuma, H. Niitsuma
●Non destructive testing of concrete based on analysis of velocity 
dispersion of laser ultrasonic. [Proc. 9th European Conference on 
NDT, (2006), CDROM-] K.Tsuyuki, R. Katamura, S. Miura, H. 
Asanuma
● Spatial distribution of coherent microseismic events at Cooper 
Basin, Australia. [SEG Expanded Abstract, (2006), 595-599] Y. 
Kumano, H. Moriya, H. Asanuma, H. Niitsuma, D. Wyborn
● The Old Renewable Energy System and its Sustainability in 
Yumoto-Onsen District, Fukushima Prefecture, Japan. [Proc. 
Renewable Energy 2006, CD-ROM (2006)] M. Ikegami and H. 
Niitsuma
● Behavior of induced microseismic events with large magnitude. 
[Eos Trans. AGU, 87(52), Fall Meet. Suppl., Abst., T12A-05, 
(2006)] H Asanuma, H Nozaki, H Niitsuma, D Wyborn, R Baria
● Evaluation of hypocenter uncertainty in the double differential 
earthquake location method. [Eos Trans. AGU, 87(52), Fall 
Meet. Suppl., Abst., (2006), S21C-04-] Y. Kumano, C. Rowe, 
H.Asanuma, H.Niitsuma
●Hydraulic injection and microseismic monitoring for delineating 
fracture system in the basement gas reservoir, Yufutsu, Japan. [Eos 
Trans. AGU, 87(52), Fall Meet. Suppl., Abst., (2006), T11E-02-] K. 
Tezuka, R. Kamitsuji, T. Tamagawa, Y. Kumano, H. Asanuma
● Interpretation of pore-pressure propagation and fluid flow in 
the Soultz geothermal reservoir based on induced microearthquake 
multiplets. [Eos Trans. AGU, 87(52), Fall Meet. Suppl., 
Abst.T13A-0480, (2006)] H. Moriya, H. Niitsuma and R. Baria
● Laboratory experiments of injection-induced faulting in pre-
fractured rock. [Eos Trans. AGU, 87(52), Fall Meet. Suppl., Abst., 
T13A-0487, (2006)] K. Nemoto, H. Moriya and H. Niitsuma
● Microseismicity and Stimulated Hydrogeologic Structures 
in HDR/HWR Reservoirs. [Eos Trans. AGU, 87(52), Fall Meet. 
Suppl., Abst., TE11E-05, (2006)] H. Niitsuma
● Spatial clustering of multiplets in the aftershocks of the 2004 
mid-Niigata prefecture earthquake. [Eos Trans. AGU, 87(52), Fall 
Meet. Suppl., Abst., S22B-01, (2006)] A. Hotta. H. Asanuma and H. 
Niitsuma
●能動的・持続的地熱利用のための地下計測 . [OHM, (2007), 
2-3] 新妻弘明
●地上分光観測からの高度分布導出のための光学系の調整と
装置関数の決定 . [ 第 16 回大気化学シンポジウム研究集会講
演集 , (2006), 251-254] 村田功 , 中島英彰 , 福西浩
●高高度気球を用いた高度 50kmまでの上部成層圏オゾン観測 . 
[平成17年度大気球シンポジウム報告書, (2006), 89-91] 村田功 , 
岡野章一 , 福西浩 , 佐藤薫 , 冨川喜弘 , 山上隆正
地殻システム情報学分野
●高圧水中ウォータージェットの切削性能に及ぼすノズル内
壁面形状の影響 . [ 噴流工学 , 23(1), (2006), 25-36] 木崎彰久 , 
斗ケ沢龍太 , 奥村清彦 , 松木浩二
● Development of downward compact conical-ended borehole 
overcoring technique for in situ rock stress determination in deep 
borehole and its application examples. [Proc. the International 
Symposium on In-situ Rock Stress, (2006), 87-93] K. Sakaguchi, H. 
Takeda, K. Matsuki, M. Minami, M. Hara, Y. Suzuki
● Size effect on aperture and permeability of a fracture as 
estimated in large synthetic fractures. [Int. J. of Rock Mechanics 
and Minning Sciences, 43 (2006), 726-755] K. Matsuki, Y. Chida, 
K. Sakaguchi, P.W.J. Glover
●深部地圧計測のための下向き円錐孔底ひずみ法の開発と室
内実証試験 . [Journal of MMIJ, 122(6,7), (2006), 338-344] 坂口
清敏 , 吉田宣生 , 南将行 , 原雅人 , 鈴木康正 , 松木浩二
● Determination of three-dimensional in-situ stresses from 
anelastic strain recovery measurement of cores at great depth. 
[Tectonophysics, 426(1-2), (2006), 221-238] W. Lin, M. 
Kwasniewski, T. Imamura, K. Matsuki
● Perforation of oil well tubing with submerged abrasive waterjets 
under high ambient pressure. [Proc. 8th Paciﬁ c Rim International 
Conference on Water Jet Technology, (2006), 213-229] Akihisa 
Kizaki, Tomochika Takahashi, Koji Matsuki, Takeru Ogatsu, 
Kazuhiro Tamura
● Localization of water ﬂ ow in a sheared fracture as estimated by 
large fractal fractures. [Proceedings of 4th Asian Rock Mechanics 
Symposium (CD ROM), (2006)] K. Matsuki, K. Sakaguchi
地球開発環境学分野
●模擬掘削環境下におけるビット内発熱量の測定と掘削
時のビット内温度の推定 . [ 石油技術協会誌 , 71(1), (2006), 
123-130] 須藤祐子 , 吉本和人 , 高橋弘
● Snow Removal  Seminar to Improve Snow Removal 
Technologies for Roads in Tohoku, Japan. [Proc. of the 12th 
International Winter Road Congress, CD-ROM (2006)] H. 
Shirahama, K. Aso and H. Takahashi
●推進工事にともなう掘削排土対策の現状と今後の課題 . 
[ 月刊推進工事 , 20(4), (2006), 3-8] 高橋 弘
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● Geomechatronics-Interaction between Ground and Construction 
Machinery and its Application to Construction Robotics. [Journal 
of Terramechnics, 43(3), (2006), 341-353] K. Tateyama, S. Ashida, 
R. Fukagawa and H. Takahashi
●ペーパースラッジを用いた繊維質固化処理土の強度特性お
よび乾湿繰り返し試験における耐久性に関する実験的研究 . 
[Journal of MMIJ, 122(6-7), (2006), 353-361] 森 雅人 , 高橋 弘 , 
熊倉 宏治
●古紙破砕物を用いた建設汚泥の新しい再資源化工法 . [ 建
設機械 , 42(8), (2006), 50-56] 高橋 弘
●繊維質固化処理土工法を用いた芋川河道閉塞緊急対策工事
について . [ 第 3 回土砂災害に関するシンポジウム論文集 , 1 
(2006), 19-24] 高橋 弘 , 森 雅人 , 柴田 聡 , 佐々木 和則
●災害現場で発生する軟弱泥土の連続式回収処理システムに
関する基礎的研究 . [ 第 3 回土砂災害に関するシンポジウム
論文集 , 1 (2006), 25-30] 高橋 弘 , 高橋 研太 , 須藤 祐子
●赤土流出による海洋被害軽減のための赤土改質に関する研
究 . [ 第 3 回土砂災害に関するシンポジウム論文集 , 1 (2006), 
99-104] 高橋 弘 , 中村 浩之 , 森 雅人 , 小谷 謙二
●土質改良機における土砂と添加剤の攪拌トルクに関する研
究 . [ 応用力学論文集 , 9, (2006), 679-687] 高橋 弘 , 酒井 康雄 , 
森 泰雄
● Failure Structure of Red-Soils Modified by Fiber-Cement-
Stabilized Method. [Advances in X-ray Tomography for 
Geomaterials, 1 (2006), 435-441] H.Takahashi, M.Mori, 
K.Kumakura, K.Kotani and K.Kaneko
●古紙破砕物 / ペーパースラッジを用いた繊維質固化処理土
の強度特性および乾湿繰り返しに対する耐久性に関する実験
的研究 . [ 第 10 回オーガナイズド混相流フォーラム講演論文
集 , 1 (2006), 29-37] 森 雅人 , 高橋 弘
●建設混合廃材リサイクル処理機械のための分別機能に関す
る基礎的研究 . [ 平成 18 年度建設施工と建設機械シンポジウ
ム論文集 , 1, (2006), 127-134] 高橋 弘 , 中嶋 健太郎 , 橋本 久
儀
●繊維質固化処理土の可搬性の観点から見た古紙および薬
剤の最適添加量について . [( 社 ) 日本建設機械化協会東北支
部 平成 18 年度新技術交換会論文集 , 1 (2006), 11-21] 森 雅人 , 
山崎 淳 , 高橋 弘
● Study on Development of non-Diffusive-Type Recovering 
Machine for High Water Content Mud. [Proc. of Int. Symposium 
on Advanced Fluid/Solid Science and Technology in Experimental 
Mechanics, CD-ROM, (2006), 24-29] H. Takahashi, Y. Harada and 
K. Takahashi
● An Experimental Study on Strength of Fiber-Cement-Stabilized 
Mud by use of Paper Sludge and Durability for Drying and Wetting 
Tests. [Proc. of Int. Symposium on Advanced Fluid/Solid Science 
and Technology in Experimental Mechanics, CD-ROM, (2006), 
30-35] M. Mori, H. Takahashi and K. Kumakura
自然共生システム学講座
環境修復生態学分野
●油汚染土壌のオンサイト修復技術 . [ 石油技術協会誌 , 
71(1), (2006), 131-138] 橋本久儀 , 須藤孝一 , 井上千弘 , 千田佶
● Absorp t ion  o f  Ar sena t e  and  Arsen i t e  by  Arsen i c 
Hyperaccumlating Fern (Pteris vittata). [Proceedings of the second 
IASTED international conference on advanced technology in the 
environmental field, (2006), 244-246] Kumiko Tashiro, Chihiro 
Inoue, Koichi Suto, Tadashi Chida, Nobuyuki kitazima, Reiko 
Nagashima, Toshihito kondo 
● Dehalogenation of Chlorinated benzenes by Iron Sulfide. 
[Proceedings of the second IASTED international conference on 
advanced technology in the environmental ﬁ eld, (2006), 239-243] 
Junko Hara, Chihiro Inoue, Tadashi Chida, Yoshishige Kawabe, 
Takeshi Komai
●岩石 - 流体反応プロセスの T-H-C 連成モデルによる岩石
及び土壌変質シミュレーション . [Journal of MMIJ, 122(2), 
(2006), 78-85] 原淳子 , 土屋範芳 , 千田佶 , 井上千弘
●中空糸気液接触器における二酸化炭素移動速度の解析 . 
[Journal of MMIJ, 122(2), (2006), 86-91] 澤原大道 , 須藤孝一 , 
井上千弘 , 千田佶
● Change  of  pH and  I ron  Ion  Concent ra t ion  Dur ing 
Photodegradation of TCE with Ferrioxalate/UV vis Process. [Water 
dynamics: 3rd International Workshop on Water Dynamics, AIP 
Conference Proceedings, 833 (2006), 200-203] W. Hareyama, K. 
Suto, C. Inoue, T. Chida, H. Nakazawa
● Characterization of Alicyclobacillus disulfidooxidans  HIB4 
Isolated from an Acid Mine Drainage Treatment Plant. [Water 
dynamics: 3rd International Workshop on Water Dynamics, AIP 
Conference Proceedings, 833 (2006), 208-211] K. Suto, S. Joe, C. 
Inoue, T. Chida
● Chemical Degradation of Dichloroethylenes by Pyrite. [Water 
dynamics: 3rd International Workshop on Water Dynamics, AIP 
Conference Proceedings, 833 (2006), 196-199] J. Hara, C. Inoue, T. 
Chida, T. Komai
● Phylogenetic Characteristics of Sulfate -Reducing Bacteria 
Having Ability to Reduce Polysulfide. [Water dynamics: 3rd 
International Workshop on Water Dynamics, AIP Conference 
Proceedings, 833 (2006), 212-215] Y. Takahashi, K. Suto, C. 
Inoue, T. Chida
● Useful Ingredients recovery from Sewage Sludge by using 
Hydrothermal Reaction. [Water dynamics: 3rd International 
Workshop on Water Dynamics, AIP Conference Proceedings, 833 
(2006), 75-77] K. Suzuki, M. Moriyama, Y. Takahashi, C. Inoue, Y. 
Yamazaki
●生石灰混合処理による油汚染土壌浄化と浄化処理の汚染サ
イトに棲息する油分解微生物に及ぼす影響 . [ 石油技術協会
誌 , 71(5), (2006), 513-521] 須藤孝一 , 平川貴也 , 中川勇樹 , 関
野聡 , 橋本久義 , 井上千弘 , 千田佶
● Generation of mercury-hyperaccumulating plants through 
transgenic expression of the bacterial mercury membrane transport 
protein MerC. [Transgenic Research, 15(5), (2006), 615-625] 
Yoshito Sasaki , Takahiko Hayakawa, Chihiro Inoue, Atsushi 
Miyazaki, Simon Silver, Tomonobu Kusano
● Comparison of cell growth and ferrous iron oxidation in two 
kind of culture media. [Third International Conference on Flow 
Dynamics, (2006), 121-122] Z. Sarcheshmehpour, S. Suyama, K. 
Suto, C. Inoue, A. Safavinejad, A. Lakzian
● Localization of a ﬂ avonoid biosynthetic polyphenol oxidase in 
vacuoles. [Plant J., 45(2), (2006), 133-143] Ono, E., Hatayama, 
M., Isono, Y., Sato, T., Watanabe, R., Yonekura-Sakakibara, K., 
Mizutani, M., Tanaka, Y., Kusumi, T., Nishino, T., Nakayama, T.
● Biochemical characterization and mutational studies of a 
chalcone synthase from yellow snapdragon (Antirrhinum majus ) 
ﬂ owers. [Plant Biotechnology 23, (2006), 373-378] Hatayama, M., 
Ono, E.,  Yonekura-Sakakibara, K., Tanaka, Y., Sato, T., Nishino, 
T., Nakayama, T.
環境分析化学分野
● Highly-symmetrical tetra-nuclear cluster complexes supported 
by p-tert-butylsulfonylcalix[4]arene as a cluster-forming ligand. 
[Eur. J. Inorg. Chem., (2006), 1765-1770] T. Kajiwara, T. Kobashi, 
R. Shinagawa, T. Ito, S. Takaishi, M. Yamashita, and N. Iki
● Topological Variation between Hexa- and Trithiacalix[6]arene-
Copper(II) complexes: from Sphere to Wheel by Reducing the 
Number of the Sulfur Bridges. [Chem. Lett., 35(4), (2006), 
430-431] N. Kon, N. Iki, T. Kajiwara, T. Ito, and S. Miyano
● Conformation-Controlled Luminescent Properties of Lanthanide 
Clusters Containing p-tert-Butylsulfonylcalix[4]arene. [Inorg. 
Chem., 45(13), (2006), 4880-4882] Takashi Kajiwara, Kensuke 
Katagiri, Miki Hasegawa, Ayumi Ishii, Marilena Ferbinteanu, 
Shinya Takaishi, Tasuku Ito, Masahiro Yamashita, and Nobuhiko 
Iki
● Supramolecular assembly based on π-π stacking and π- cation 
interactions between thiacalix[6]arene and DMF. [Tetrahedron 
Lett., 478(31), (2006), 5591-5593] F. Hamada, Y. Higuchi, Y. 
Kondo, C. Kabuto, and Nobuhiko Iki
● Dodec a -Lan t h an i d e  Whee l  Suppo r t e d  by  p - t e r t -
Butylsulfonylcalix[4]arene. [Chem. Asian J., 1(3), (2006), 
349-351] Takashi Kajiwara, Kensuke Katagiri, Shinya Takaishi, 
Masahiro Yamashita, Nobuhiko Iki
● Separation of V(V)-4-(2-pyridylazo)resorcinolato Complex 
from a Large Excess Reagent Using an ODS Cartridge for High-
Performance Liquid Chromatography. [Analytical Sciences, 
22(12), (2006), 1585-1588] Toru Takahashi, Emiko Kaneko and 
Takao Yotsuyanagi
● Thiacalixarenes. [Chem. Rev., 106(12), (2006), 5291-5316] N. 
Morohashi, F. Narumi, N. Iki, T. Hattori, S. Miyano
環境生命機能学分野
● A multicellular spheroid array to realize spheroid formation, 
culture, and viability assay on a chip. [Biomaterials, 28 (2006), 
559-566] Y. Torisawa, A. Takagi, Y. Nashimoto, T. Yasukawa, H. 
Shiku, T. Matsue
● Control of the ZnO Nanowries Nucleation Site Using 
Microfledic Channels. [Phys. Chem. B, 110 (2006), 3856-3859] 
Sang Hyun Lee, Hyun Jung Lee, Dongchel Oh, Seog Woo Lee, 
Heroki Goto, Ryan Buckmatter, Tomoyuki Yasukawa, Tomokazu 
Matsue, Soon-Ke Hong, HyunChul Ko, Meoung-Whan Cho, 
Takafumi Yao
● Cytokine Assay on a Cellular Chip by Combining Collagen 
Gel Embedded Culture with Scanning Electrochemical Microscpy. 
[Anal. Chim. Acta, 566 (2006), 55-59] S. Kasai, H. Shiku, Y. 
Torisawa, K. Nagamine, T. Yasukawa, T. Watanabe, T. Matsue
● Electrochemical Microdevice with Separable Electrode and 
Antibody Chips for Simultaneous Detection of Pepsinogens 1 and 
2. [Biosens. Bioelectron, 21 (2006), 1784-1790] D. Ogasawara, 
Y. Hirano, T. Yasukawa, H. Shiku, K. Kobori, K. Ushizawa, S. 
Kawabata, T. Matsue
● Electrochemical screening of recombinant protein solubility 
in Escherichia coli using scanning electrochemical microscopy. 
[Biotech. Bioeng., (2006)] K. Nagamine, S. Onodera, A. Kurihara, 
T. Yasukawa, H. Shiku, R. Asano, I. Kumagai, T. Matsue
● Enzyme lmmunosensing of Pepsinogens 1 and 2 by Scanning 
Electrochemical Microscopy. [Biosensors & Bioelectronics, (2006)] 
T. Yasukawa, Y. Hirano, N. Motochi, H. Shiku, T. Matsue
● Erectrochemical mutagen screening using microbial chip. 
[Biosens. Bioelectron, 21 (2006), 1202-1209] N. Matsui, T. Kaya, 
K. Nagamine, T. Yasukawa, H. Shiku, T. Matsue
● Flow sandwich-type immunoassay in microfluidic devices 
based on negative dielectrophoresis. [Biosensors & Bioelectronics, 
(2006)] T. Yasukawa, M. Suzuki, T. Sekiya, H. Shiku, T. Matsue
● Patterning and Encapsulation with Colloidal Particles into 
Hydrogel using Negative-Dielectrophoretic Method. [Langmuir, 
(2006)] M. Suzuki, T. Yasukawa, H. Shiku, T. Matsue
● Regulation and characterization of the polarity of cells 
embedded in a reconstructed basement matrix using a three-
dimensional micro-culture system. [Biotech.Bioeng., (2006)] Y. 
Torisawa, Y. Nashimoto, T. Yasukawa, H. Shiku, T. Matsue
● Sol-Get Fabrication of Lithium-lon Microarray Battery. 
[Electrochem.Commun., (2006)] K. Dokko, J. Sugaya, H. Nakano, 
T. Yasukawa, T. Matsue, K. Kanamura,
●走査電気化学顕微鏡を用いるC 反応性蛋白の酵素免疫セン
シング. [分析化学, 55(12), (2006), 979-985] 安川智之 , 平野悠 , 
小笠原大知 , 本地直美 , 珠玖　仁 , 川端荘平, 末永智一
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● O x y g e n  P e r m e a b i l i t y  o f  S u r f a c e - m o d i f i e d 
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) Characterized by Scanning Electrochemical 
Microscopy. [Chem. Lett, 35(2), (2006), 234-235] H. Shiku, T. 
Saito, C.-C. Wu, T. Yasukawa, M. Yokoo, H. Abe, T. Matsue, H. 
Yamada
● Ox y g e n  c o n s um p t i o n  o f  c e l l  s u s p e n s i o n  i n  a 
poly(dimethylsiloxiane) (PDMS) microchannel estimated by 
scanning electrochemical microscopy. [Analyst, 131(9), (2006), 
1006-1011] T. Saito, C.-C. Wu, H. Shiku, T. Yasukawa, M. Yokoo, 
T. Ito-Sasaki, H. Abe, H. Hoshi, T. Matsue
● Electrochemical Monitoring of cellular signal transduction with 
a secreted alkaline phosphatase reporter system. [Anal. Chem., 
78(22), (2006), 7625-7631] Y. Torisawa, N. Ohara, K. Nagamine, 
S. Kasai, T. Yasukawa, H. Shiku, and T. Matsue
●呼吸量測定によるウシ体外培養胚の品質評価と半自動計
測装置の開発 . [ 分析化学 , 55(11), (2006), 847-854] 青柳重夫 , 
内海陽介 , 松平昌昭 , 山田　弘 , 甲地　優志 , 珠玖　仁 , 阿部
宏之 , 星　宏良 , 末永智一
● Topographic, Electrochemical, and Optical Images Captured 
Using Standing Approach Mode Scanning Electrochemical/Optical 
Microscopy. [Langmuir, 22 (2006), 10299-10306] Y. Takahashi, Y. 
Hirano, T. Yasukawa, H. Shiku, H. Yamada, T. Matsue
● Electrochemical  Microsensors  Using Living Cel ls . 
[Electrochemistry, 74(2), (2006), 107-113] T. Matsue, H. Shiku
●タンパク質のパターニングと界面現象の解析 . [ 表面科学 , 
27(10), (2006), 613-616] 高橋康史 , 珠玖　仁 , 安川智之 , 末永
智一
●「電気化学 : 測定と解析のてびき」プローブ法 (1) 走
査型電気化学顕微鏡 (SECM)・走査型振動電極法 (SVET). 
[Electrochemictry, 74(9), (2006), 787-790] 青柳重夫 , 内海陽介 , 
福泉敦尚 , 珠玖　仁 , 末永智一
●ナノテクノロジー・バイオ MEMS 時代のバイオ分離・計
測技術の最前線 . [ シーエムシー出版 , (2006)] 末永智一
●一細胞定量解析の最前線‐ライフサーベイヤ構築に向けて
‐. [ シーエムシー出版 ,(2006)] 珠玖　仁 , 末永智一
●次世代の高精細ナノ・マイクロパターニングプロセス . [ サ
イエンス & テクノロジー ,(2006)] 鈴木雅登 , 安川智之 , 珠玖
　仁 , 末永智一
●電気化学における局所観察 , 実験化学講座 . [ 丸善 , (2006)] 
末永智一 , 犬飼潤治 , 板谷謹悟 
環境共生機能学分野
● Mechanical properties of binder-free single-walled carbon 
nanotube solids. [Scripta Materialia, 54 (2006), 299-303] Go 
Yamamoto, Yoshinori Sato, Toru Takahashi, Mamoru Omori, 
Akira Okubo, Kazuyuki Tohji, Toshiyuki Hashida
● Diffusion plasma chemical vapour deposition yielding 
freestanding individual single-walled carbon nanotubes on a silicon-
based flat substrate. [Nanotechnology, 17 (2006), 2223-2226] T. 
Kato, R. Hatakeyama, K. Tohji
● Effect of strong magnetic ﬁ eld on carbon nanotube formation 
using rf glow-discharge plasma. [Thin Solid Films, 506, (2006), 
259-262] T. Kaneko, H. Matsuoka, T. Hirata, R. Hatakeyama, K. 
Tohji
● Electrically triggered insertion of single-stranded DNA into 
single-walled carbon nanotubes. [Chemical Physics Letters, (417), 
(2006), 288-292] T. Okada, T. Kaneko, R. Hatakeyama, K. Tohji
● X-ray absorption ﬁ ne structure (XAFS) analyses of Ni species 
trapped in graphene sheet of carbon nanoﬁ bers. [Physical Review, 
B(73), (2006), 144103-1-144103-11] Mayuko Ushiro, Kanae Uno, 
Takashi Fujikawa, Yoshinori Sato, Kazuyuki Tohji, Fumio Watari, 
Wang-Jae Chun, Yuichiro Koike, Kiyotaka Asakura
●高周波誘導結合プラズマ発光分光分析法によるカーボン
ナノチューブ中の金属元素の定量 . [ 分析化学 , 55(2), (2006), 
117-120] 石黒三岐雄 , 佐藤義倫 , 田路和幸 , 我妻和明
●カーボンナノチューブと金属内包カーボンナノカプセルの
毒性評価 . [ 表面 , 44(3), (2006), 87-103] 佐藤義倫 , 宇尾基弘 , 
横山敦郎 , 柴田健一郎 , 亘理文夫 , 田路和幸
● Strikingly Extended Morphology of Cells Grown on Carbon 
Nanotubes. [Chemistry Letters, 35 (2006), 508-509] Naofumi 
Aoki, Atsuro Yokoyama, Yoshinobu Nodasaka, Tsukasa Akasaka, 
Motohiro Uo, Yoshinori Sato, Kazuyuki Tohji, Fumio Watari
● Apatite formation on carbon nanotubes. [Materials Science & 
Engineering C, 26(4), (2006), 675-678] Akasaka Tsukasa, Fumio 
Watari, Yoshinori Sato, Kazuyuki Tohji
● Single-walled carbon nanotube-derived novel structural 
material. [Journal of Materials Research, 21(6), (2006), 1537-1542] 
Go Yamamoto, Yoshinori Sato, Toru Takahashi, Mamoru Omori, 
Toshiyuki Hashida, Akira Okubo, Kazuyuki Tohji
●磁性粒子を発熱体とした温熱療法の基礎的検討　その 1　
　―温熱療法に適した磁性粒子の理論および実験的検討― . 
[ 日本応用磁気学会誌 , 30 (2006), 555-560] 渥美 崇 , バラチャ
ンドラン ジャヤデワン , 佐藤義倫 , 田路和幸
● Preparation of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes-Organosilicon 
Hybrids and Their Enhanced Field Emission Properties. [Chemistry 
of Materials, 18(18), (2006), 4205-4208] Yutaka Maeda, Yoshinori 
Sato, Masahiro Kako, Takatsugu Wakahara, Takeshi Akasaka, Jing 
Lu, Shigeru Nagase, Yumiko Kobori, Tadashi Hasegawa, Kenichi 
Motomiya, Kazuyuki Tohji,Atsuo Kasuya, Dan Wang, Dapeng Yu, 
Zhengxiang Gao, Rushan Han, Hengqiang Ye
●生体組織反応性に及ぼすカーボンナノチューブの純度と形
態の影響 . [ バイオマテリアル　―生体材料― , 24(5), (2006), 
333-344] 田路和幸 , 佐藤義倫
● Polyol process for Fe-based hard (fct-FePt) and soft (FeCo) 
magnetic nanoparticles. [IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 42 
(2006), 3030-3035] B. Jeyadevan, K. Shinoda, R. J. Justin, T. 
Matsumoto, K. Sato, Y. Sato, K. Tohji
● Synthesis of Fe-Co alloy particles by modiﬁ ed polyol process. 
[IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 42 (2006), 2796-2798] D. 
Kodama, K. Shinoda, K. Sato, Y. Sato, B. Jeyadevan, K. Tohji
● Relation of the Number of Cross-Links and Mechanical 
Properties of Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotube Films Formed 
by a Dehydration Condensation Reaction. [Journal of Physical 
Chemistry B, 110 (2006), 23159-23163] Shin-ichi Ogino, 
Yoshinori Sato, Go Yamamoto, Kenichiro Sasamori, Hisamichi 
Kimura, Toshiyuki Hashida, Kenichi Motomiya, Balachandran 
Jeyadevan, Kazuyuki Tohji
●カーボンナノチューブの安全性 . [ 炭素 , 225 (2006), 
364-372] 佐藤義倫 , 横山敦郎 , 柴田健一郎 , 亘理文夫 , 田路和
幸
●下水汚泥から水素エネルギーの開発 . [ まなびの杜 , 
(37),(2006),6-] 田路和幸
●下水汚泥から発生する硫化水素を原料とした水素
製造　―その現状と展望― . [ 月刊エコインダストリー , 
(116),(2006),52-57] 田路和幸
●カーボンナノチューブの機能・複合化の最新技術 . [ シー
エムシー出版 ,(2006)] 佐藤義倫
● Synthesis and magnetic properties of the size-controlled Mn-Zn 
ferrite
nanoparticles by oxidation method. [Journal of Physics and 
Chemistry of Solids, 67(2006), 1510-1517]  R. J. Joseyphus, A. 
Narayanasamy, K. Shinoda, B. Jeyadevan, K. Tohji
● Local structure of directly synthesized L1(0) FePt nanoparticles. 
[IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 42(2006), 3051-3053] K. 
Shinoda, B. Jeyadevan,  K. Sato, K. Tohji
● Magnetic properties of mechanically milled Sm-Co permanent 
magnetic
materials with the TbCu7 structure. [Materials transactions, 
47(2006), 2264-2268] R. J. Joseyphus, A. Narayanasamy R. 
Gopalan, V. Chandrasekaran, B. Jeyadevan, K. Tohji
● Effect of mechanical milling on the electrical and magnetic 
properties of
nanostructured Ni0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. [Journal of Physics D-Applied 
Physics, 39(2006), 4688-4694] N. Sivakumar, A. Narayanasamy, 
N. Ponpandian, J. M. Greneche, K. Shinoda, B. Jeyadevan, K. 
Tohji
● Chemical synthesis of sub-micrometer- to nanometer-sized 
magnetic FeCo dice. [Advanced Materials, 18 (2006), 3154-3159] 
D. Kodama, K. Shinoda, K. Sato, Y. Konno, R. J. Joseyphus K. 




● Selective production of benzene and naphthalene from 
poly(butylene terephthalate) and poly(ethylene naphthalene-2,6-
dicarboxylate) by pyrolysis in presence of calcium hydroxide. 
[Polymer Degradation and Stability, 91 (2006), 1002-1009] 
Toshiaki Yoshioka, Guido Grause, Shoichi Otani Akitsugu 
Okuwaki
●浄水汚泥の電気濃縮に関する基礎研究 . [ 廃棄物学会論文
誌 , 17(1), (2006), 42-49] 藻垣俊明 , 吉岡敏明 , 溝口忠昭
● Preparation and Characterisation of Mg-Al Layered Double 
Hydroxides Intercalated with 2-Naphthalene Sulphonate and 
2,6-Naphthalene Disulphonate. [Materials Transactions, 47(3), 
(2006), 923-930] Tomohito Kameda, Masami Saito, Yoshiaki 
Umetsu
● Treatment of Hydrochloric Acid with Magnesium-Aluminum 
Oxide at Ambient Temperatures. [Separation and Purification 
Technology, 51 (2006), 272-276] Tomohito Kameda, Toshiaki 
Yoshioka, Tatsunosuke Hoshi, Miho Uchida, and Akitsugu 
Okuwaki
●「環境・安全・衛生」大学のアピール . [ 三共出版 ,(2006)] 
吉岡敏明 , 池知彦 , 安田啓司 ( 伊永隆史編 )
● Basic study on the determination of total boron by conversion 
to tetraﬂ uoroborate ion (BF4 － ) followed by ion chromatography. 
[Analytical Chimica Acta, 570, (2006), 65-72] Junya Katagiri, 
Toshiaoki Yoshioka, Tadaaki Mizoguchi
● The feedstock recycling of PET. [Feedstock Recycling and 
Pyrolysis of Waste Plastics, Edited by John Scheirs and Walter 
Kaminsky, Wiley Series in Polymer Science, John Wiley (UK), 
(2006), 641-661] Toshiaki Yoshioka, Grause Guido
● Liquefaction of Containers and Packaging Plastics in Japan. 
[Feedstock Recycling and Pyrolysis of Waste Plastics, Edited 
by John Scheirs and Walter Kaminsky, Wiley Series in Polymer 
Science, John Wiley (UK), (2006), 663-708] Akitsugu Okuwaki, 
Toshiaki Yoshioka, Masao Asai, Takashi Tachibana, Keiji Wakai, 
Kazuhiko Tada
●無機・有機複合廃プラスチックのフィードストックリサイ
クル . [ 環境資源工学 , 53, (2006), 216-221] 吉岡敏明
循環社会開発学分野
●トランス油中の微量クロロベンゼンのアルカリ水熱分解反
応 . [ 廃棄物学会論文誌 , 17(2), (2006)] 山崎友紀 , 木下睦 , 小
高康二郎 , 金放鳴 , 榎本兵治
● A comtinuouis ﬂ ow reaction system for production acetic acid 
by wet oxidation of biomass waste. [J. material science, 41, (2006), 
1501-1507] Zhouyu Zhou, Fangming Jin, Heiji Enomoto, Takehiko 
Moriya, Hisao Higashijima
● Hydrothermal conversion of biomass into acetic acid. [J. 
Material Science, 41(5), (2006), 1495-1500] Fangming Jin, Zhouyu 
Zhou, Atsushi Kishita Heiji Enomoto
● Hydrothermal conversition of biomass into useful materials. 
[International Workshop on Science and Engineering for Water-
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Assisted Evolution of Valuable Resources and Energy from 
Organic Wastes, (2006), 3-4] Fangming Jin, Heiji Enomoto
● Lactic acid synthesis from glycerin by alkalin hydrothermal 
reaction. [International Workshop on Science and Engineering for 
Water-Assisted Evolution of Valuable Resources and Energy from 
Organic Wastes, (2006), 39084-] Hisanori Kishida, Fangming Jin, 
Takehiko Moriya, Heiji Enomoto
● Solidiﬁ cation of Coal Fly-ash with Hydrothermal Processing. 
[J Material Science, 41, (2006), 1579-1584] Zhenzi Jing, Norihisa 
Matsuoka, Fangming Jin, Koichi Suzuki, Toshiyuki Hashida, and 
Nakamichi Yamasaki
● Wet oxidation of lignin model compounds and acetic acid 
production. [J. Material Science, 41, (2006), 1591-1597] Hiroyuki 
Suzuki, Jianxum Cao, Fangming Jin, Atsushi Kishita, Takehiko 
Moriya, Heiji Enomoto
●アルカリ超臨界水熱改質におけるビチューメンの脱硫挙
動 . [J. Japan Petroleum Institute, 49, (2006), 177-185] 木下睦 , 高
橋悟 , 山崎友紀 , 金放鳴 , 守谷武彦 , 榎本兵治
● Hydrothermal Conversion of Biomass Waste into Resources. 
[Progress in Nature Science, in press, (2006)] Fangming Jin, Heiji 
Enomoto
● Acid catalytic hydrothermal conversion of carbohydrate 
biomass into useful substances. [Proceeding of Joint Eighth 
International Symposium on Hydrothermal Reaction & Seventh 
International Conference on Solvo-Thermal Reaction, (2006), 100] 
Yusuke Takeuchi, Fangming Jin, Kazuyuki Tohji, Heiji Enomoto
● Influence of formation tobermorite on mechanical properties 
of hydrothermally solidified blast furnace slag. [Proceeding of 
Joint Eighth International Symposium on Hydrothermal Reaction 
& Seventh International Conference on Solvo-Thermal Reaction, 
(2006), 88] Zhenzi Jing, Emile Ishida, Fangming Jin, Toshiyuki 
Hashida, Nakamichi Yamasaki
● Oxidation of mono-unsaturated carboxylic acids under 
hydrothermal condition. [Proceeding of Joint Eighth International 
Symposium on Hydrothermal Reaction & Seventh International 
Conference on Solvo-Thermal Reaction, (2006), 137] Fangming 
Jin, Jianxun Cao, Atsushi Kishita, Takehiko Moriya, Heiji 
Enomoto
● Production of formic acid from by hydrothermal reaction 
of carbohydrates. [Proceeding of Joint Eighth International 
Symposium on Hydrothermal Reaction & Seventh International 
Conference on Solvo-Thermal Reaction, (2006), 109] Jun Yun, 
Guangming Li, Heiji Enomoto, Fangming Jin
● Production of lactic acid from cellulosic biomass by alkaline 
hydrothermal reaction. [Proceeding of Joint Eighth International 
Symposium on Hydrothermal Reaction & Seventh International 
Conference on Solvo-Thermal Reaction, (2006), 81] Xiuyi Yan, 
Fangming Jin, Kazuyuki Tohji, Takehiko Moriya, Heiji Enomoto
●Production of lactic acid from glycerin by alkaline hydrothermal 
reaction with respect to BDF production. [Proceeding of 17th 
International Congress of Chemical and Process Engineering, CD-
COM, (2006)] H. Kishida, F. Jin, T. Moriya, H. Enomoto
● Some applications of hydrothermal reaction to conversion 
of biomass waste into resources. [Proceeding of Joint Eighth 
International Symposium on Hydrothermal Reaction & Seventh 
International Conference on Solvo-Thermal Reaction, (2006), 77] 
Fangming Jin, H. Enomoto
● Formation of lactic acid from glycolaldehyde by alkaline 
hydrothermal reaction. [Carbohydrate Research, 341, (2006), 
2619-2623] Hisanori Kishida, Fangming Jin, Takehiko Moriya, 
Heiji Enomoto
● Inﬂ uence of quartz particle size on hydrothermal solidiﬁ cation 
of blast furnace slag. [Ind. Eng. Chem. Res, 45, (2006), 7470-7474] 
Zhenzi Jing, Hideki Ishida, Fangming Jin, Toshiyuki Hashida, and 
Nakamichi Yamasaki
● Identiﬁ cation of Oxidation Products and Oxidation Pathways of 
High Molecular Weight Dicarboxylic Acids under Hydrothermal 
Condition. [Journal of Supercritical Fluids, 39, (2006), 80-88] 
Fangming Jin, Jianxun Cao, Heiji Enomoto, Takehiko Moriya
● Application of Acid Catalytic Hydrothermal Reaction to 
Conversion of Carbohydrate Biomass into Valuable Substances. 
[Proceeding of 4th International Workshop on Water Dynamics, 
(2006), 58] Yusuke Takeuchi, Fangming JIN, Kazuyuki Tohji and 
Heiji Enomoto
● Formation of Acetic acid via Lactic acid from Glucose by Two-
Step Reaction with Alkaline Hydrothermal Reaction and Wet 
Oxidation. [Proceeding of 4th International Workshop on Water 
Dynamics, (2006), 54] X. Yan, F. Jin, K. Tohji, H. Enomoto
● Formation of Lactic acid from Carnohydrate Biomass by 
Alkaline Hydrothermal Reaction. [Proceeding of Third International 
Conference on Flow Dynamics, (2006), 111-112] Xiuyi Yan, 
Fangming. Jin, Kazuyuki Tohji and Heiji Enomoto
● In-situ Observation of Hydrothermal Decomposition with 
Alkali of Benzothiophen by Using Raman Scattering Spectroscopy. 
[Proceeding of 4th International Workshop on Water Dynamics, 
(2006), 34] A. Kishita, T. Ito, F. Jin, H. Enomoto
●アルカリ水熱処理によるグリセリンからの乳酸生成反応の
速度論的検討 . [ 化学工学論文集 , 32(6), (2006), 535-541] 岸田 
央範 , 金 放鳴 , 守谷 武彦 , 榎本 兵治
● Oxidation Reaction of High Molecular Weight Dicarboxylic 
Acids in Sub- and Supercritical Water. [Proceeding of 8th 
International Symposium on Supercritical Fluids, CD-ROM, 
(2006)] Fangming Jin, Jianxun Cao, Heiji Enomoto, Takehiko 
Moriya
● Partial Hydrothermal Oxidation of High Molecular Weight 
Unsaturated Carboxylic Acids for Upgrading of Biodiesel 
Fuel. [Proceeding of 4th International Workshop on Water 
Dynamics(Sendai, Japan, 7-8 November, (2006), 45] K. Kawasaki, 
F. Jin, Atsushi Kishita, Kazuyuki Tohji, Heiji Enomoto
● Production of Useful Substances from Carbohydrate Biomass 
by Acid Catalytic Hydrothermal Reaction. [Proceeding of Third 
International Conference on Flow Dynamics, (2006), 145-146] Y. 
Takeuchi, F. Jin, H. Enomoto and K. Tohji
● Selective Production of Formic Acid by Hydrothermal Alkaline 
Oxidation of Carbohydrates. [Proceeding of 4th International 
Workshop on Water Dynamics, (2006), 40] Jun Yun, Guangming 
Li, Heiji Enomoto, Fangming Jin
●Upgrading of bitumen in super critical water activation of water. 
[Proceeding of 4th International Workshop on Water Dynamics, 
(2006), 35] Dai Miyamoto, Atsushi Kishita, Fangming Jin, 
Kazuyuki Tohji, Heiji Enomoto
● A New Hydrothermal System for Producing Acetic Acid from 
Biomass Waste. [Chemical Engineering Research and Design, in 
press, (2006)] F. Jin, Z. Zhou, H. Enomoto, H. Kishida, T. Moriya
●Municipal incineration bottom ash treatment using hydrothermal 
solidification. [Waste Management, 27, (2006), 287-293] Zhenzi 
Jing, Norihisa Matsuoka, Fangming Jin, Toshiyuki Hashida, and 
Nakamichi Yamasaki
●NMR spectroscopic study on methanolysis reaction of vegetable 
oil. [Fuel, in press, (2006)] Fangming Jin, Kohei Kawasaki, 
Hisanori Kishida, Kazuyuki Tohji, Takehoko Moriya, and Heiji 
Enomoto
環境グリーンプロセス学分野
● Supercritical carbon dioxide (SC-CO2) extraction and 
fractionation of palm kernel oil from palm kernel as cocoa butter 
replacers blend. [Journal of Food Engineering, 73(3), (2006), 
210-216] Zaidul, I.S.M., Norulaini, N.A.N., Mohd Omar, A.K., 
Smith Jr., R.L.
● Catalytic gasification of wood biomass in subcritical 
and supercritical water. [COMBUSTION SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY, 178(1-3), (2006), 537-552] M. Osada, T. Sato, M. 
Watanabe, M. Shirai, K. Arai
● Local density augmentation of excited 1-(dimethylamino)naph
thalene in supercritical water. [The Journal of Supercritical Fluids, 
39(2), (2006), 206-210] Kimitaka Minami, Takafumi Aizawa, 
Mitsuhiro Kanakubo, Yusuke Hiejima, Hiroshi Nanjo and Jr., 
Richard L. Smith
循環材料プロセス学分野
● Prevention of Scale Deposits in a Water Pipe by Physical 
Treatment. [Transaction of Materials Research Society of Japan, 
31(2), (2006), 307-310] Senshin Umeki, Takuya Kato, Haruki 
Simabukuro, Noboru Yoshikawa, Shoji Taniguchi
●電磁気センサにおける電磁流体解析手法の研究 . [ 鉄と鋼 , 
92(2), (2006), 53-57] 藤野慎平 , 佐藤正次 , 谷口尚司 , 藤健彦 , 
藤崎敬介
● Heating of Metal Particles in a Single-Mode Microwave 
Applicator. [Materials Transactions, 47(3), (2006), 898-902] 
Noboru Yoshikawa, Etsuko Ishizuka and Shoji Taniguchi
●回転磁界と移動磁界の同時印加による溶融金属の電磁攪
拌 . [ 鉄と鋼 , 92(6), (2006), 364-371] 谷口尚司 , 上野和之 , 嶋
崎真一 , 大久保光浩 , 安藤努 , 笠原泰文
●廃ガラスと溶融アルミニウムスクラップとの反応に関する
基礎的研究. [日本金属学会誌, 70(6), (2006), 483-488] 吉川昇, 
中野裕也 , 佐藤健太郎 , 谷口尚司
● Model Studies on Turbulent Coagulation of Nonmetallic 
Inclusions in Liquid Steel. [Proceeding of the First Australia-
China-Japan Symposium on Tron and Steelmaking, (2006), 
281-287] Katsutoshi Matsumoto, Takehiro Nakaoka, and Shoji 
Taniguchi
● Application of Double-Axis-Electromagnetic Stirring to 
Solidiﬁ cation of Al-Bi Alloy and Agglomeration of SiC Particle. 
[5th International Symposium on Electromagnetic Processing of 
Materials (EPM2006), (2006), 419-423] Shin-ichi Shimasaki, 
Koji Maitake, Shunsuke Hori, Kazuyuki Ueno, Shoji Taniguchi, 
Hirofumi Kasahara
● Droplet Generation with Modulated AC Electromagnetic Field 
at Nozzle Exit. [5th International Symposium on Electromagnetic 
Processing of Materials (EPM2006), (2006), 259-264] V. 
Bojarevics, S. Taniguchi, K. Pericleous
● Fabrication of Metal-Matrix Composites Locally Reinforced 
with Ceramic Particles by Using Intermittent AC Magnetic Field. 
[Proc. of the 5'th Int. Symp. on Electromagnetic Processing of 
Materials, 2006 (EPM2006), (2006), 444-448] Yoshimasa Kanno, 
Shoji Taniguchi, Shin-ichi Shimasaki and Noboru Yoshikawa
● Fundamental Studies on Microwave (MW) Heating of 
Various Materials and MW Application to Waste Treatment in 
Steel Industry. [Proc. of the 5'th Int. Symp. on Electromagnetic 
Processing of Materials, 2006 (EPM2006), (2006), 530-535] 
Noboru Yoshikawa, Etsuko Ishizuka, Chen Yan and Shoji 
Taniguchi
● Liquid Metal Flow under Radially Traveling Magnetic Field. 
[5th International Symposium on Electromagnetic Processing of 
Materials (EPM2006), (2006), 200-205] Takeshi Suzuki, Kazuyuki 
Ueno, Shoji Taniguchi
● Magnetohydrodynamic Calculation Method for Electromagnetic 
Sensor. [5th International Symposium on Electromagnetic 
Processing of Materials (EPM2006), (2006), 759-764] Shinpei 
Fujino, Shoji Satou, Shoji Taniguchi, Takehiko Toh, Keisuke 
Fujisaki
● Numerical Simulation of Liquid Metal Flow under Rasially 
Traveling Magnetic Field. [5th International Symposium on 
Electromagnetic Processing of Materials (EPM2006), (2006), 
311-315] Kazuyuki Ueno, Takeshi Suzuki, Shoji Taniguchi
● Prevention of Scale Deposits in a Water Pipe by Fluctuating 
Electromagnetic Treatment. [Proc. of the 5'th Int. Symp. on 
Electromagnetic Processing of Materials, 2006 (EPM2006), (2006), 
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694-699] Senshin Umeki, Takuya Kato, Haruki Shimabukuro, 
Noboru Yoshikawa, Shoji Taniguchi, Shinnnosuke Usui, Hirokazu 
Otani and Takashi Fujino
● Recent Efforts of EPM Application to Environmental 
Technology at Tohoku University. [Proc. of the 5'th Int. Symp. 
on Electromagnetic Processing of Materials, 2006 (EPM2006), 
(2006), 677-682] Shoji Taniguchi, Shin-ichi Shimasaki, Noboru 
Yoshikawa, Kazuyuki Ueno, Senshin Umeki, Koichi Takahashi 
and Chen Yan
● Vitrification & Stabilization of Asbestos-Containing Wastes 
(ACWs) Using Induction-MElting System. [5th International 
Symposium on Electromagnetic Processing of Materials 
(EPM2006), (2006), 700-705] Jong Soo Park, Shoji Taniguchi, 
Keiichi Betsumori, Hiroki Morino, Shinichi Yamada
●液中分散粒子の気泡による付着除去実験　―初期除去速度
定数による検討― . [ 鉄と鋼 , 92(10), (2006), 594-590] 新井宏
忠 , 中村修也 , 岡山敦 , 松本克才 , 谷口尚司
● Fundamental Analysis on Coagulation Rate of Aerosol 
Generated from Industry Considering London-van der Waals 
Force. [the 4th International Congress on the Science and 
Technology of Ironmaking, (2006), 275-278] Hao Bai, Katsutoshi 
Matsumoto, Shoji Taniguchi
●金属材料のマイクロ波プロセッシングとシングルモード
キャビティーにおける電場・磁場分離 . [ まてりあ ( 日本金
属 学 会 会 報 ), 45(8),(2006),574-576] D. Agrawal, J. Cheng, R. 
Peelamedu, Y. Fang and R. Roy, 邦訳　吉川昇
●金属のマイクロ波加熱と最近の材料・環境技術へのマイク
ロ波応用　―諸現象と留意点― . [ 金属 , 76(8),(2006),864-869] 
吉川昇
●金属のマイクロ波加熱と最近の材料・環境技術へのマイク
ロ波応用 , ミニ特集 , 企画にあたって . [ まてりあ ( 日本金属
学会報 ), 45(8),(2006),573-573] 吉川昇
●特集にあたって , マイクロ波加熱とは　―多彩な応用展開
― . [ 金属 , 76(8),(2006),483-576] 吉川昇
●電磁力を高度に利用した新規環境プロセスの開発 . [ 第 57
回白石記念講座　「磁場環境を利用した組織制御―凝固現象
から固相変態まで―」, (2006),57-73] 浅井滋生 , 安田秀幸 , 藤
健彦 , 谷口尚司 , 連川貞弘 , 大塚秀幸 , 掛下知行
循環生態系計画学分野
● Fully automated liquid chromatographymass spectrometry 
determination of 17β- estradiol in river water. [J. Chromatogr. A, 
1120 (2006), 252-259] Yoshiyuki Watabe, Takuya Kubo, Teppei 
Nishikawa, Tomio Fujita, Kunimitsu Kaya, Ken Hosoya
● Preparation of glycerol dimethacrylate-based polymer monolith 
with unusual porous properties achieved via viscoelastic phase 
separation induced by monodisperse ultra high molecular weight 
polystyrene as porogen. [J. Chromatogr. A, 1119, (2006), 66-79] 
Hiroshi Aoki, Takuya Kubo, Tohru Ikegami, Nobuo Tanaka, Ken 
Hosoya, Daisuke Tokuda, Norio Ishizuka
● Solvent effects in the preparation of molecularly imprinted 
polymers for melatonin using N-propionyl-5-methoxytryptamine 
as the pseudo template. [Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 384, (2006), 
1291-1296] Makoto Nomachi, Takuya Kubo, Ken Hosoya, 
Kunimitsu Kaya
● Chromatographic separation for domoic acid using a fragment 
imprinted polymer. [Anal. Chim. Acta, 577, (2006), 1-7] Takuya 
Kubo, Makoto Nomachi, Koji Nemoto, Tomoharu Sano, Ken 
Hosoya, Nobuo Tanaka, Kunimitsu Kaya
● A Novel Biosurfactant, 2-acyloxyethylphosphonate, isolated 
from waterblooms of Aphanizomenon ﬂ os-aquae. [Molecules, 11, 
(2006), 539-548] Kunimitsu Kaya, Louise F. Morrison, Geoffrey 
A. Codd, James S. Metcalf, Tomoharu Sano, Hiroo Takagi, Takuya 
Kubo
● Trungapeptins A-C, cyclodepsipeptides from the marine 
cyanobacterium Lyngbya majuscule. [J. Nat. Prod., 69, (2006), 
1539-1542] Sutaporn Bunyajetpong, Wesley Y Yoshida, Namthip 
Sitachitta, Kunimitsu Kaya
● A basic study on gelation of dimethacrylate type crosslinking 
agents. [J. Polym. Sci, Part A, Polymer Chemistry, 44, (2006), 
949-958] Hiroshi Aoki, Ken Hosoya, Tomohisa Norisuye, Nobuo 
Tanaka, Daisuke Tokuda, Norio Ishizuka, Kazuki Nakanishi
● Isolation of the whole target proteins of FK506 by affinity 
Resins using Novel Solid Phases. [Anal. Bioanal. Chem., 385, 
(2006), 122-127] Teruki Takahashi, Takaaki Shiyama, Tomoko 
Mori, Ken Hosoya, Akito Tanaka
● Two-dimensional reversed-phase liquid chromatography using 
two monolithic silica C18 columns and different mobile phase 
modiﬁ ers in the two dimensions. [J. Chromatgr. A, 1106, (2006), 
112-117] Tohru Ikegami, Takeshi Hara, Hiroshi Kimura, Hiroshi 
Kobayashi, Ken Hosoya, Karin Cabrera, Nobuo Tanaka
● An easy preparation of “Monolithic Type” hydrophilic solid 
phase.  Capability for affinity resin to isolate target proteins. 
[Bioorganic and Medicinal Chemistry, 14, (2006), 5549-5554] 
Tomoko Mori, Teruki Takahashi, Takaaki Shiyama, Akito Tanaka, 
Natsuki Hira, Nobuo Tanaka, Ken Hosoya 
● High performance polymer-based monolithic capillary column. 
[Anal. Chem., 78, (2006), 5729-5735] Ken Hosoya, Natsuki Hira, 
Katsuya Yamamoto, Masaru Nishimura, Nobuo Tanaka
環境創成計画学講座
環境分子化学分野
● Beneficial Effect of TMSCl in the Lewis Acid-mediated 
Carboxylation of Aromatic Compounds with Carbon Dioxide. 
[Chem. Lett., 35 (2006), 820-821] Koji Nemoto, Hiroki Yoshida, 
Yutaka Suzuki, Naoya Morohashi, and Tetsutaro Hattori
● Oxidation of cyclohexene with molecular oxygen catalyzed by 
cobalt porphyrin complexes immobilized on montmorillonite. [J. 
Mol. Catal., 258 (2006), 172-177] Hideyuki Kameyama, Fumitaka 
Narumi, Tetsutaro Hattori, Hiroshi Kameyama
●Highly regioselective [2+2+2] cycloaddition of terminal alkynes 
catalyzed by titanium complexes of p-tert-butylthiacalix[4]arene. 
[Tetrahedron Lett., 47 (2006), 1157-1161] Naoya Morohashi, 
Katsuya Yokomakura, Tetsutaro Hattori, and Sotaro Miyano
● Thiacalixarenes. [Chem. Rev., 106, (2006), 5291-5316] Naoya 




材料の TMR ― . [ 日本 LCA 学会誌 , 2(2), (2006), 152-158] 原
田 幸明 , 井島 清 , 長坂 徹也
●動学的廃棄物産業連関分析による最終処分場再生活動の環
境評価 . [ 日本 LCA 学会誌 , 2(1), (2006), 73-79] 横山一代 , 恩
田隆 , 長坂徹也
●韓国の鉄スクラップ需要予測 . [ 鉄と鋼 , 92(5), (2006), 
340-345] 玉城わかな, 五十嵐佑馬, 藤巻大輔, 林誠一, 友田陽, 
松野泰也 , 長坂徹也
●中国の鉄スクラップ需要予測 . [ 鉄と鋼 , 92(5), (2006), 
334-339] 玉城わかな , 藤巻大輔 , 林誠一 , 友田陽 , 松野泰也 , 
長坂徹也
●廃棄物産業連関マテリアルフロー分析手法と量産金属への
応用 . [ 日本金属学会誌 , 70(6), (2006), 505-510] 中村 愼一郎 , 
中島 謙一
● Equilibrium between Titanium and Oxygen in Liquid Fe-
Ti Alloy Coexisted with Titanium Oxides at 1873K. [ISIJ 
International, 46(7), (2006), 996-1005] W.-Y. Cha, T. Nagasaka, T. 
Miki, Y. Sasaki and M. Hino
● Evaluation Of Environmental Burden And Economic Impact 
With Landﬁ ll Mining Activity" Based On The Waste Input-Output 
Model". [Sohn International Symposium on Advanced Processing 
of Metals and Materials: Principles, Technologies and Industrial 
Practice, (2006), 383-393] K. Yokoyama, T. Onda, S. Kashiwakura 
and T. Nagasaka
●新製品への代替を考慮した電気製品の廃棄台数予測 . [ 日
本金属学会誌 , 70(8), (2006), 611-614] 山末 英嗣 , 中島 謙一 , 
奥村 英之 , 石原 慶一
● Waste Input-Output Analysis on "Landfill Mining Activity". 
[Materials Transactions, 47(10), (2006), 2582-2587] K. Yokoyama, 
T. Onda, S. Kashiwakura and T. Nagasaka
●関与物質総量 (TMR) に基づく使用済み携帯電話のリサイ
クルフロー解析 . [ 日本 LCA 学会誌 , 2(4), (2006), 341-346] 中
島謙一 , 山本圭介 , 中野加都子 , 黒田光太郎 , 原田幸明 , 長坂
徹也
● Waste Input-Output Analysis on Landfill Mining Activity. 
[Materials Transactions, 47(10), (2006), 2582-2587] K. Yokoyama, 
T. Onda, S. Kashiwakura and T. Nagasaka
●強磁場を利用した製鋼スラグからのリンの分離回収 . [ 鉄
と鋼 , 92(11), (2006), 683-689] 横山一代 , 久保裕也 , 森一広 ,
岡田英彦 , 竹内秀次 , 長坂徹也
●使用済み携帯電話からの貴金属・レアメタルの再資源化に
関する研究 . [ 環境管理 , 42(11), (2006), 1073-1086] 中野加都
子 , 中島謙一 , 宮部修一 , 和田安彦 , 長坂徹也
● Feasibility Study of the New Rutile Extraction Process 
from Natural Ilmenite Ore Based on the Oxidation Reaction. 
[Metallurgical and Materials Transactions B, 37B (December), 
(2006), 979-985] S. Itoh, S.Sato, J.Ono, H.Okada, T.Nagasaka
●材料技術者・研究者のための状態図‐4, 平衡状態図の熱力
学の基礎 . [ ふぇらむ , 11(1), (2006), 15-22] 田中敏宏 , 長坂徹
也
●循環型社会実現に向けての鉄鋼業の貢献 . [ 日本エネル
ギー学会誌 , 85(11), (2006), 862-867] 有山達郎 , 秋山友宏 , 長
坂徹也
●第 58 回白石記念講座「技術者育成教育への新たな取り組
みとその将来展望」. [ 日本鉄鋼協会 , (2006)] 長坂徹也
●溶融酸化物高温物性値データ集 . [ 日本鉄鋼協会 , (2006)] 
田中敏宏 , 吉川健 , 長坂徹也
環境調和素材学分野
● Apatite Formation Behavior on Tricalcium Phosphate (TCP) 
Porous Body in a Simulated Body Fluid. [Key Engineering 
Materials, 309-311, (2006), 251-254] Tomohiro Uchino, Chikara 
Ohtsuki, Masanobu Kamitakahara, Masao Tanihara, Toshiki 
Miyazaki
● Apatite Formation on Synthetic Polypepitde with β Sheet 
Structure in a Solution Mimicking Body Environment. [Key 
Engineering Materials, 309-311, (2006), 489-492] Akari Takeuchi, 
Chikara Ohtsuki, Masanobu Kamitakahara, Shin-ichi Ogata, Masao 
Tanihara, Toshiki Miyazaki
● Apatite-Forming Ability of Glass-Ceramics Containing 
Whitolockite and Diopside in a Simulated Body Fluid. [Key 
Engineering Materials, 309-311, (2006), 341-344] Masanobu 
Kamitakahara, Chikara Ohtsuki, Yuko Kozaka, Masao Tanihara, 
Toshiki Miyazaki
● Comparison of Apatite Formation on Polyamide Films 
Containing Carboxyl and Sulfonic Groups in a Solution 
Mimicking Body Fluid. [Key Engineering Materials, 309-311, 
(2006), 477-480] Chikara Ohtsuki, Takahiro Kawai, Masanobu 
Kamitakahara, Masao Tanihara, Toshiki Miyazaki, Yoshimitsu 
Sakaguchi, Shigeji Konagaya
● Densification Process of OH Controlled Hydroxyapatite 
Ceramics by Spark Plasma Sintering. [AIP Conf. proc. 3rd Water 
Dynamics, 833, (2006), 39-42] D. Kawagoe, Y. Koga, E. H. Ishida, 
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K. Ioku
● Development of Novel Bioactive PMMA-Based Bone Cement 
and its In Vitro and In Vivo Evaluation. [Key Engineering 
Materials, 309-311, (2006), 801-804] S. B. Cho, A. Takeuchi, I. Y. 
Kim, S. B. Kim, C. Ohtsuki, M. Kamitakahara
● Effect of Hydrothermal Treatment on Sinterability of 
Hydroxyapatite. [AIP Conf. proc. 3rd Water Dynamics, 833, 
(2006), 108-111] D. Kawagoe, H. Fujimori, S. Goto, N. Yamasaki, 
K. Ioku
● Effects of Polyethylene Glycol and Methacryloxypropyltrimeth
oxysilane on Morpholgy and Bioactivity of CaO-SiO2 Gel Prepared 
by Sol-Gel Method. [Key Engineering Materials, 309-311, (2006), 
317-320] Ill Yong Kim, Chikara Ohtsuki, Masanobu Kamitakahara, 
Masao Tanihara, Sung Baek Cho
● Fabrication of Bioactive Glass-Ceramics by Slective Laser 
Sintering. [Key Engineering Materials, 309-311, (2006), 289-292] 
Ruth D. Goodridge, Chikara Ohtsuki, Masanobu Kamitakahara, 
David J. Wood, Kenny W. Dalgarno
● Hydrothermal Preparation of Apatite Composite with Magnetite 
or Anatase. [AIP Conf. proc. 3rd Water Dynamics, 833, (2006), 
52-55] Setsuaki Murakami, Emile H. Ishida, Koji Ioku
● Effects of components on the rate of heat liberation of the 
hydration in the systyem of glass/gypsum/lime. [J. Europ. Ceram. 
Soc., 26, (2006), 771-776] Seishi Goto, Hirotaka Fujimori, Atsushi 
Hidaka, Koji Ioku
● Observation and quantitative analysis of rat bone marrow 
stromal cells cultured in vitro on newly formed transparent β
-tricalcium phosphate. [J. Mater. Sci.: Mater. Med., 17(1), (2006), 
33-41] Noriko Kotobuki, Daisuke Kawagoe, Daishirou Nomura, 
Youichi Katou, Kaori Muraki, Hirotaka Fujimori, Seishi Goto, 
Koji Ioku, Hajime Ohgushi
● Preparation of Porous Glass-Ceramics Containing Whitlockite 
and Diopside for Bone Repair. [J. Ceram. Soc. Japan, 114(1), 
(2006), 82-86] Masanobu Kamitakahara, Chikara Ohtsuki, Yuko 
Kozaka, Shin-ichi Ogata, Masao Tanihara, Toshiki Miyazaki
●廃セッコウから合成した水酸アパタイトの光励起活性によ
る悪臭物質分解性能. [J. Soc. Inorg. Mater., Japan, 13(1), (2006), 
59-63] 西川治光 , 小森徳久 , 川内義一郎 , 井奥洪二
● Effect of O2 on copper-water vapor interaction near critical 
point. [J. Mater. Sci., 41(5), (2006), 1571-1577] Y. Jin, H. Kato, I. 
R. Korablova, K. Ioku, N. Yamasaki
● Hydrothermal preparation of tailored hydroxyapatite. [J. Mater. 
Sci., 41(5), (2006), 1341-1344] K. Ioku, G. Kawachi, S. Sasaki, H. 
Fujimori, S. Goto
● Densiﬁ cation Behavior of Calcium Phosphates on Spark Plasma 
Sintering. [Key Engineering Materials, 309-311, (2006), 171-174] 
Daisuke Kawagoe, Yoshihiro Koga, Noriko Kotobuki, Hajime 
Ohgushi, Emile Hideki Ishida and Koji Ioku
● Porous Apatite Carrier Prepared by Hydrothermal Method. 
[Key Engineering Materials, 309-311, (2006), 935-938] Giichiro 
Kawachi, Shuji Sasaki, Kazuhiko Nakahara, Emile Hideki Ishida 
and Koji Ioku
● Porous Ceramics of β-tricalcium Phosphate Composed of Rod-
shaped Particles is Highly Biodegradable and Expresses Prominent 
Osteoconductivity. [Key Engineering Materials, 309-311, (2006), 
1063-1066] Takatoshi Okuta, Ikuho Yonezawa, Koji Ioku, 
Hideyuki Minagi, Hisashi Kurosawa and Tohru Ikeda
● Porous composite with tunnel-like interconnecting pores 
of hydroxyapatite with magnetite particles. [Key Engineering 
Materials, 30-311, (2006), 1039-1042] Koji Ioku, Setsuaki 
Murakami, Takashi Atsumi, Balachandran Jeyadevan and Emile 
Hideki Ishida
●Porous Granules of β-Tricalcium Phosphate Composed of Rod-
shaped Particles. [Key Engineering Materials, 309-311, (2006), 
1059-1062] Koji Ioku, Giichiro Kawachi, Kazuhiko Nakahara, 
Emile Hideki Ishida, Hideyuki Minagi, Takatoshi Okuda
● Preparation of Hydroxyapatite Ceramics by Hydrothermal Hot-
Pressing Technique. [Key Engineering Materials, 309-311, (2006), 
57-60] Kazumichi Yanagisawa, Kongjun Zhu, Takahiro Fujino, 
Ayumu Onda, Koji Kajiyoshi and Koji Ioku
● Effect of ZnO Addition on Bioactive CaO-SiO2-P2O5-
CaF2Glass-Ceramics Containing Apatite and Wollastonite. [Acta 
Biomaterialia, 2(4), (2006), 467-471] M. Kamitakahara, C. 
Ohtsuki, H. Inada, M. Tanihara, T. Miyazaki
● Removal  of  formaldehyde by hydroxyapat i te  layer 
biomimetically deposited on polyamide ﬁ lm. [Environ. Sci. Tech, 
40(13), (2006), 4281-4285] Takahiro Kawai, Chikara Ohtsuki, 
Masanobu Kamitakahara, Masao Tanihara, Toshiki Miyazaki, 
Yoshimitsu Sakaguchi, Shigeji Konagaya
● Hydroxyapatite-Forming Ability and Mechanical Properties of 
Organic-Inorganic Hybrids Reinforced by Calcium Phosphates. [J. 
Ceram. Soc. Japan, 114(8), (2006), 692-696] Tomohiro Uchino, 
Chikara Ohtsuki, Masanobu Kamitakahara, Masao Tanihara, 
Toshiki Miyazaki
● Effect of silane-coupling treatment on thermal decomposition 
of octacalcium phosphate. [J. Soc. Mater. Sci. Japan, 55(9), 
(2006), 881-884] Masanobu Kamitakahara, Chikara Ohtsuki, Akio 
Takahashi, Masao Tanihara
● Porous β-Tricalcium Phosphate Composed of Rod-shaped 
Particles. [Archives of BioCeramics Research, 6, (2006), 1-4] 
K. Ioku, H. Minagi, G. Kawachi, T. Okuda, I. Yonezawa, H. 
Kurosawa, T. Ikeda
● Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Organic-
Inorganic Hybrids Prepared from HEMA and MPS. [Archives of 
BioCeramics Research, 6, (2006), 138-141] T. Uchino, C. Ohtsuki, 
K. Kikuta, M. Kamitakhara, M. Tanihara S. Hayakawa, A. Osaka
● Preparation of Bioactive CaO-SiO2 Particles Modified with 
Silane Coupling Agents. [Archives of BioCeramics Research, 
6, (2006), 208-211] I. Y. Kim, C. Ohtsuki, K. Kikuta, M. 
Kamitakahara, S. B. Cho




[ 材料 , 55(9), (2006), 885-890] 大槻主税 , 上高原理暢
●“Chapter 6 Novel Bone-Repairing Materials:Bioactive Organic-
Inorganic Hybrids.”, in Ceramics and Composite Materials: New 
Research.[ed. by B. M. Caruta, Nova Science Publishers, New 
York, 2006, 197-214] Kamitakahara Masanobu
●第 2 編第 4 章コラーゲン / アパタイトハイブリッド体 [ ゲ
ノム情報による医療材料の設計と開発 , 谷原正夫監修 , シー
エムシー出版 ,（2006）,141-154] 上高原理暢
●第 2 編第 5 章アルギン酸 / アパタイトハイブリッド体 [ ゲ
ノム情報による医療材料の設計と開発 , 谷原正夫監修 , シー
エムシー出版 ,（2006）,155-164] 細谷佳代 , 上高原理暢
●第 5 編 4.3 骨形成を促進するガラス材料 [ 機能性ガラ
ス・ナノガラスの最新技術 , エヌ・ティー・エス ,（2006）, 
411-422] 上高原理暢
環境創成機能素材分野
● Apatite-Coated Poly(lactic acid) Composites with Cell-
Compatibility Prepared by a Biomimetic Method. [Advanced 
Materials Research, 11(12), (2006), 239-242] H. Maeda and T. 
Kasuga
● High Cellular Biocompatibility of Calcium Carbonate / 
Poly(lactic acid) Composites Doped with Silicon. [Key Engineering 
Materials, 309(311), (2006), 1113-1116] A. Obata, H. Maeda and T. 
Kasuga
● Preparation of Poly(lactic acid) Composite Hollow Spheres 
Containing Calcium Carbonates. [Acta Biomater., 2 (2006), 
403-408] H. Maeda and T. Kasuga
● Preparation of Poly(lactic acid) Hybrid Membranes Containing 
Silica. [Key Engineering Materials, 309(311), (2006), 457-460] H. 
Maeda, T. Kasuga and Larry L. Hench
● Preparation of Poly(L-lactic acid)-Polysiloxane-Calcium 
Carbonate Hybrid Membranes for Guided Bone Regeneration. 
[Biomater, 27 (2006), 1216-1222] H. Maeda, T. Kasuga and Larry 
L. Hench
●Preparation of Silica-Doped Poly(lactic acid) Composite Hollow 
Spheres Containing Calcium Carbonates. [Key Engineering 
Materials, 309(311), (2006), 457-460] N. Miura, H. Maeda and T. 
Kasuga
● The effects of functional groups of acrylic resin on the dam 
property of ceramic composites. [International conf. on the 
characterization and Control of Interfaces, (2006)] T.Shimazu, 
N.Isu and E.H.Ishida
● Inﬂ uence of Quartz Particle Size on Hydrothermal Solidiﬁ cation 
of Blast Furnace Slag. [Ind. Eng. Chem. Res., (45), (2006), 
7470-7474] Zhenji Jing, Emile H. Ishida, Fangming Jin, Toshiyuki 
Hashida, Nakamichi Yamasaki
● Preparation of poly(lactic acid) composite hollow spheres 
containing calcium carbonate, -tricalcium phosphate and siloxane. 
[J. Ceram. Soc. Jpn., 114(9), (2006), 734-747] H. Maeda, N. Miura, 
A. Obata, T. Kasuga
●ネイチャー・テクノロジー － 2030 年に向けた産業構造と生
活価値のイノベーションに向けて－ . [ 無機マテリアル学会
誌 , (13), (2006), 428-435] 石田秀輝 , 古川柳蔵 , 前田浩孝
●ネイチャーテクノロジー・精神欲を煽るあたらしいものつ
くりを求めて . [Ceramic Data Book, 34(88),(2006),169-172] 石
田秀輝
●青い地球に生まれた土 . [ 土・どろんこ ? はてなノート , 
(2006),1-7] 石田秀輝
●骨、その美しい機能 . [Ceramics Data Book 2006, 34 (2006), 
188-190] 前田浩孝
● Synthesis of Novel High Damping Ceramic-Polymer 
Composites and its Application as Ceramic Musical Instruments. 
[Key Engineering Materials, 319, (2006), 173-180] T. Shimazu, M. 
Miura, H. Kuno, N. Isu, K. Ota, E. H. Ishida
●セラミックマシナリーハンドブック 第Ⅱ部製造プロセス
編 1 章 . [ 日刊工業新聞社 , (2006), 145-157] 渡邊修 ( 日本セラ
ミックマシナリー協会編 )
環境調和材料強度学分野
● Strengthening of a fully lamellar TiAl + W alloy by dynamic 
precipitation of β phase during long-term creep. [Scripta 
Materialia, 54, (2006), 425-430] Hanliang Zhu, D.Y.Seo, K. 
Maruyama, P. Au
● Effect of Cold Rolling on Microstructure and Material 
Properties of 5052 Alloy Sheets Produced by Continuous Casting. 
[Materials Science and Engineering, A419, (2006), 115-121] 
Hanliang Zhu, A. K. Ghosh, K. Maruyama
● Interfacial Precipitation and Creep Strengthening of β Phase in 
Fully Lamellar Structure of a Ti48Al2W Alloy. [ 日本学術振興
会第 123 委員会報告 , 47(1), (2006), 71-79] Hanliang Zhu, D. Y. 
Seo, K. Maruyama, P. Au
● Microstructural Reﬁ nement Mechanism by Controlling Heating 
Process in Multiphase Materials with Particular Reference to γ
-TiAl. [Applied Physics Letters, 88, (2006), 131908-1-131908-3] 
Hanliang Zhu, K. Maruyama, J. Matsuda
● Thermal Analysis of Lattice Defects in LaNi5. [Journal of 
Alloys and Compounds, 413(1-2), (2006), 211-213] Ryusuke 
Nakamura, Kohta Asano, Kyosuke Yoshimi, Yoshiaki Iijima
●Effect of lamellar spacing on microstructural instability and creep 
behavior of a lamellar TiAl alloy. [Scripta Materialia, 54, (2006), 
1979-1984] Hanliang Zhu, D. Y. Seo, K. Maruyama, P. Au
● Causes of breakdown of creep strength in 9Cr-1.8W-0.5Mo-
VNb steel. [Materials Science and Engineering, A, 428A, (2006), 
270-275] J. S. Lee, H. Ghassemi Armaki, K. Maruyama, T. Muraki 
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●リサイクル型鉄アルミナイド基複合材料の創製とその耐摩
耗特性 . [ 日本学術振興会耐熱金属材料第 123 委員会研究報
告 , 47(2), (2006), 181-186] 糸井貴臣 , 峰田暁 , 渡辺慶紀 , 吉見
享祐 , 広橋光治
● Multi Region Analysis of Creep Rupture Data of Advanced 
High Cr Ferritic Heat Resistant Steels. [Proc. of 3rd International 
Conference on Advanced Structural Steels 2006, (2006), 526-531] 
Hassan Ghassemi Armaki, Kouichi Maruyama, Mitsuru Yoshizawa 
and Masaaki Igarashi
● Nanoscale surface self-patterning of FeAl single crystals by 
vacancy absorption process. [Applied Physics Letters, 89(7), 
(2006), 73110] K. Yoshimi, M. Tsunekane, R. Nakamura, A. 
Yamauchi, S. Hanada
● Premature Breakdown of Creep Strength in High Cr Ferritic 
Steels. [Proc. of 3dr International Conference on Advanced 
Structural Steels 2006, (2006), 509-515] K. Maruyama, J.-S. Lee 
and H. Ghasemi Armaki
● Causes of Creep Fracture Mechanism Change in 9Cr-1.8W-
0.5Mo-VNb Steel. [Materials for Advanced Power Engineering 
2006, (2006), 1157-1166] J. S. Lee, H. Ghassemi Armaki, K. 
Maruyama, T. Muraki and H. Asahi
● Effect of Initial Microstructure on Microstructural Instability 
and Creep Resistance of XD TiAl Alloys. [Metall. Mater. Trans. 
A, 37A(10), (2006), 3149-3159] Hanliang Zhu, D. Y. Seo, K. 
Maruyama, P. Au
● MESO-STRUCTURE CONTROLLING OF B2-TYPE FEAL 
BY VACANCY ABSORPTION PROCESS. [Proceedings of 
15th International Symposium on Processing and Fabrication of 
Advanced Materials, (2006), 317-330] K. Yoshimi
●Study on the Texture of a Friction Stir Welded Mg-Al-Ca Alloy. 
[Acta Metallurgica Sinica, 19(5), (2006), 335-340] D.T. Zhang, M 
Suzuki and K. Maruyama
● SPS 法によって合成した Al 添加および B 添加 MoSi2 多
結晶体の 1500℃・低圧下での酸化特性 . [ 日本学術振興会第
123 委員会報告 , 47(3), (2006), 381-392] 伊庭野朗 , 吉見享祐 , 
丸山公一 , 山内啓 , 黒川一哉 , 塗溶 , 後藤孝
● Mg-Al-Ca 系チクソモールディング材の粒界および粒内第
二相によるクリープ強化 . [ 日本金属学会誌 , 70(12), (2006), 
968-974] 柴田顕弘 , 鈴木真由美 , 附田之欣 , 斉藤研 , 丸山公一
●原子空孔を利用した B2 型金属間化合物のナノ表面形態
の制御とナノテンプレートへの応用 . [ 金属 , 76(7), (2006), 
769-774] 吉見享祐
●ナノポーラス金属 . [ ナノマテリアル工学大系 第 2 巻ナノ
金属 , フジテクノシステム , (2006), 715-721] 吉見享祐
高度環境政策・技術マネジメント人材養成ユニット
● Core scientists and innovation in Japanese electronics 
companies. [Scientometrics, Vol. 68(2), (2006), 227-240] Ryuzo 
Furukawa, Akira Goto
●ネイチャー・テクノロジー　2030 年に向けた産業構造と生
活価値のイノベーションに向けて . [Journal of the Society of 
Inorganic Materials, Japan, 13 (2006), 428-435] 石田秀輝 , 古川
柳蔵 , 前田浩孝
● The Role of Corporate Scientists in Innovation. [Research 
Policy, 35 (2006), 24-36] Ryuzo Furukawa, Akira Goto
●コア・サイエンティストとイノベーション . [Discussion Paper 
Series #06-12, (2006)] 古川柳蔵 , 後藤晃
環境物質制御学講座 (寄附講座 )
環境物質制御学分野
● Formation of aluminum silicate film on steel in granite-
copper-dry steam reaction system. [PHYSICA STATUS SOLIDI 
A-APPLICATIONS AND MATERIALS SCIENCE, 203(9), 
(2006), 2266-2273] Yongchen Jin, Inna R. Korablova, Yoshihiko 
Oke, Nakamichi Yamasaki
● Formation of functional materials from oyster shell wastes 
through nanoscale proteins actibating hydrothermal hot pressing. 
[Proceedings of the International Conference “Functional 
Materials”, (2006), 342-342] I. Korablova, N. Yamasaki, D. 
Korablov, A. Kopan, Y. Oke, A.Stepanchuk, Emile H. Ishida, S. 
Korablov
● Magnetic Properties of Mechnically Milled Sm-Co Permanent 
Magnetic Materials with the TbCu7 Structure. [Materials 
Transactions, 47(9), (2006), 2264-2268] R. J. Joseyphus, A. 
Narayanasamy, R. Gopalan, V. Chandrasekaran, B. Jeyadevan, K. 
Tohji
● Porous composite with tunnel-like interconnecting pores 
of hydroxyapatite with magnetite particles. [Key Engineering 
Materials, 309(311), (2006), 1039-1042] K. Ioku, S. Murakami, T. 
Atsumi, B. Jeyadevan and E.H. Ishida
●Local Structure of Directly Synthesized L10 FePt Nanoparticles. 
[IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 42(10), (2006), 3051-3053] K. 
Shinoda, K. Sato, B. Jeyadevan, K. Tohji
● Polyol Process for Fe-Based Hard(fct-FePt) and Soft(FeCo) 
Magnetic Nanoparticles. [IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 42(10), 
(2006), 3030-3035] B. Jeyadevan, K. Shinoda, R. J. Justin, T. 
Matsumoto, K. Sato, H. Takahashi, Y. Sato, K. Tohji
● Synthesis of Fe-Co Alloy Particles by Modiﬁ ed Polyol Process. 
[IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 42(10), (2006), 2796-2798] D. 
Kodama, K. Shinoda, Y. Sato, B. Jeyadevan, K. Tohji
● Effect of mechanical milling on the magnetic properties 
of garnets. [J. Magn. Magn. Mater., 296, (2006), 57-64] R. J. 
Joseyphus, A. Narayanasamy, R. Krishnan and A. K. Nigam
● Synthesis and magnetic properties of the size-controlled Mn-Zn 
ferrite nanoparticles by oxidation method. [J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 
67, (2006), 1510-1517] R. Justin Joseyphus, A. Narayanasamy, K. 
Shinoda, B. Jeyadevan and K. Tohji
● Influence of magnetic properties on electrochemial activity 
of LiNi0.5Fe0.5O2. [J. Power Sources, 156, (2006), 598-603] D. 
Kalpana, R. Justin Joseyphus, C. Venkateswaran, A. Narayanasamy 
and M. V. Ananth
● Chemical synthesis of Sub-micrometer to nanometre sized 
magnetic FeCo dice. [Adv. Mater., 18, (2006), 3154-3159] D. 
Kodama, K. Shinoda, K. Sato, Y. Konno, R. J. Joseyphus, K. 
Motomiya, H. Takahashi, T. Matsumoto, Y. Sato, K. Tohji and B. 
Jeyadevan
● Superparamagnetic particle size limit in Mn-Zn ferrite 
nanoparticles synthesised through aqueous process. [AIP 
Proceedings,  833,  (2006) ,31] R.  Just in Joseyphus,  A. 
Narayanasamy, B. Jeyadevan, K. Shinoda and K. Tohji
●磁性ビーズのバイオ・環境技術への応用展開 . [ シーエム
シー出版 ,(2006)] 監修 : 半田宏 , 阿部正紀 , 野田紘憙
地圏環境学分野
●人工鉱床構想 ― Reserve to Stock の考え方とその運用に関
する提案― . [ 資源と素材 (J.MMAJ), 122(6,7), (2006), 325-329] 
白鳥寿一 , 中村崇
●金属資源の新しいリサイクルシステムの考え方 . [ 環境資
源工学 , 53(4), (2006), 244-247] 白鳥寿一 , 中村崇
●企業としての地圏インフォへの取り組み . [ 第 10 回環境
フォーラム「土壌汚染と地圏インフォマティクス 2006」講
演資料 , (2006), 15-25] 白鳥寿一
●風化度合いの異なる土壌における汚染物質 ( 重金属等 ) の
挙動について . [ 第 12 回地下水・土壌汚染とその防止対策に
関する研究集会講演集 , S4-3, (2006), 455-460] 千田善秋 , 友口 
勝 , 白鳥寿一 , 山崎仲道
●地圏環境インフォマティクスのシステム開発 . [ 第 12 回
地下水・土壌汚染とその防止対策に関する研究集会講演集 , 
S4-12, (2006), 499-503] 狩野真吾 , 土屋範芳 , 井上千弘 , 駒井 
武 , 白鳥寿一
●セリウム系不溶化剤によるセレンの不溶化効果 . [ 第 12 回
地下水・土壌汚染とその防止対策に関する研究集会講演集 , 
S5-21, (2006), 707-710] 菊地達也 , 鎌田雅美 , 日野成雄 , 高橋
康史 , 相澤一弘 , 白鳥寿一
●土壌・地下水浄化用鉄粉とその性能について . [ 第 12 回
地下水・土壌汚染とその防止対策に関する研究集会講演集 , 
S6-18, (2006), 855-859] 上原大志 , 伊藤裕行 , 白鳥寿一
●レアメタル金属資源の新しいリサイクルシステム . [ 資源
素材学会東北支部講演要旨集 , (2006), 10-15] 白鳥寿一
●新しいリサイクルの取り組み　Reserve to Stock. [ 資源・素
材学会秋季大会 ( 福岡 ) 講演資料 , (2006), 1-4] 中村崇 , 白鳥
寿一
●重金属汚染土壌の浄化技術の選択 . [ 資源・素材学会秋季
大会 ( 福岡 ) 講演資料 , (2006), 121-124] 白鳥寿一
●環境事業のサステナビリティ . [ 第 4 回環境技術シンポジ
ウム予稿集 , (2006), 87-99] 白鳥寿一
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平成 18年 3月修了 
● SRI SUDADIYO「A Study of High-Efficient Distributed 
Power Generation System using Micro-Gas Turbine and Or-







●高橋一徳「Detection and Localization of Subsurface Ob-
jects by Ground Penetrating Radar（地中レー ダによる埋設物の
検知と位置特定）」（指導教員：佐藤源之教授） 
●趙建国「Application of polarimetric technique to subsur-
face fracture characterization by borehole radar（ボアホー ル
レー ダの偏波情報を利用した地下き裂キャラクタリゼ シーョン）」（指
導教員：佐藤源之教授） 





































































































鋼管のパ フーォレー ション」（指導教員：松木浩二教授） 











































































































講師：Prof. Mirle K.Surappa 氏 ( Indian Institute of Sci-
ence ) 










演題：The roles of catchment size and landscape 




講師：Roy Baria 氏（環境科学研究科客員教授） 


















講師：Helga Weisz 氏（Institute of Social Ecology, 
Klagenfurt University） 
演題：The physical economy of the European Union 
参加者10名 
○第29回　平成18年8月7日 
講師：Paul H. Brunner 氏（ウィー ン工科大学） 
演題：Recycling and Final Sinks - Two Key Issues for 
Sustainable Waste and Resources Management 
参加者約20名 
○第30回　平成18年12月7日 
講師：Monem Alyaser, Ph.D. (Director, Applied Ther-
mal Technologies LLC Santa Clara, USA) 
演題：Thermal Technologies of Electronic Systems 





































































































●SOLIHIN「Recovery of Precious Metals in a Waste Cata-















































































　　　     午前10時30分～午後5時 











































































































第 10回環境フォー ラム　 
「土壌汚染と地圏環境インフォマティクス2006」 
入試説明会 









































































・国立台湾大学　環境工学研究所 (National Taiwan 





・国立成功大学　環境工学系 (National Cheng Kung 





(National Tsing Hua University, College of Nuclear Sci-




・国立交通大学　環境工学研究所 (National Chaio 


































































































































































































とが、広範な学生ネットワ クー作りに重要だと思われる。   
 































「Advanced Material Flow Analysis for the  
Sustainable Society」 
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エコプロダクツ東北2006（夢メッセみやぎ） 
エコプロダクツ2006（東京ビッグサイト） 
laboration with Iron&Steel Industry in Japan 
Project leader Prof. T. Nagasaka Tohoku University, 
Japan 
2.MFA, Material Composition, and Input-Output Analy-
sis: An Integration via WIO-MFA 
Project sub-leader Prof. S. Nakamura Waseda Univer-
sity, Japan 
3.New Material-Flow Chart of Metals in Japan 
Project sub-leader Mr. K. Ijima, National Institute for 
Materials Science (NIMS), Japan 
4.Substance Flow through Commodity - Used Cellular 
Phone As An Example- 
Project sub-leader Prof. K. Kuroda, Nagoya Universi-
ty, Japan 
5.Prediction of Tramp Element Contamination in Steel 
Scrap Based on Dynamic WIO Model 
Dr. K. Yokoyama Tohoku University, Japan 
6.Rare Metal Flow through Steel Products in Japan 
Dr. K. Nakajima Tohoku University, Japan 
[Invited Lectures from Overseas] 
7.Stock and Flows (STAF) Steel Project in Yale　Dr. 
Daniel B. Mueller USA 
8.Recent MFA Developments and Studies at TU Vien-
na　Prof. H. Rechberger Austria 
9.Future Trends in the Australian Iron Ore Industry　
Dr. Andrew Firth Australia 
10.Review on the Base Metals Production in China　
Prof. Zhongbo Xu China 
11.Primary and Secondary Utilization of Copper and 
Aluminum in China　Dr. Wei Jiahong China  
12.Recycling and Final Sinks - Two Key Issues for 
Sustainable Waste　Prof. P.H. Brunner Austria 
13.The Physical Economy of the European Uni-
on:Cross　Prof. H. Weisz Austria 
[Invited Lectures in Japan] 
14.Material Flow Analysis with TMR (Total Materials 
Requirement) Dr. K. Halada NIMS 
15.Material Flows and Stocks of Metals Surrounding 
Japan　Dr. S. Murakami NIES 
16.Development of a Dynamic Model for Recycling 
Steel　Dr. I. Daigo The University of Tokyo 
17.Iron and Steel Industry of Developing Countries　

































































































Michael C. Fehler氏 
（Group Leader of 
Geophysics Group, 




Hugh D. Murphy教授 
（Petroleum Institute, 
Abu Dhabi UAE） 
Philip G. Meredith教授 
（University College 
London, UK） 
Alfons Georges Buekens教授 
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